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m
This report presents, in two volunms, a recursively formulated, firstlorder, I
[ semianalytic artificial satellite theory, based on the generalized method of Iaveraging. Volume I comprehensively discusses the theory of the generalized
method of averaging applied to the artificial satellite problem. Volume 11 (to
be published in early 1978) presents the explicit development in the nonsingular
equinoctial elements of the first-order averaged equations of motion. The re-
[_ cursive algorithms used to evaluate the first-order averaged equations of motion
are also presented in Volunm II.
U This semianalytic theory is, in principle, valid for a term of arbitrary degree
in the expansion of the third-body disturbing function (nonresonant cases only)
U and for a term of arbitrary degree and order in the expansion of the nonspher-
ical gravitational potential function. This theory has been inlplemented in the
U Goddard Trajectory Determination System (GTDS) Research antt 1)evelopmcnt
(l{&l)) version.
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SECTION I - INTRODUCTION
Inthepast,considerableattentionwas focusedon theformulationof theequa-
It tions of motion for complex dynamical problems and on the method of solution
to insure that a sufficiently accurate result, meeting the investigators require-
meats, was obtainedwith an economy of effort.Withoutsuch carefulconsider-
ation,themost prominentproblem ofclassicalmechanics, i.e.,themotion of
planetsabouttheSun, would probablynothave been solvedwithanywhere near
theaccuracy actuallyobtained. Itisa testimonyto theabilityof men such as
Lagrange, Gauss, Leverrier, Hill, Hansen, and others that not only ingenious
formulations of the equations of motion were obtained but that the thousands of
arithmeticoperationsrequiredtoevaluatethesolutionwere organizedinsuch
a manner as tominimize thenumber of theseoperationsand considerablyreduce
the probability of undetected accidental errors.
The advent of the high-speed electronic computer has relaxed this consideration
by making brute-force, error-free calcdlations possible, ttowever, the compe-
;1 tition for computer access has grown rapidly within the last decade. As a result ti
of this overload on computer resources, current problems of interest should bc
] formulated in a manner that not only fulfills the investigator's requirenmnts butalso minimizes computational cost.
.t
] One of the more computationally expensive dynamical problems today is the pre-
diction and definitive determination of artificial satellite orbits. Maintaining
/ reasonably accurate ephemerides for the ever-increasing number of artificial
satellites (which include active scientific, defense, communication, and weather
_] satellites as well as defunct satellites, launch vehmles, and other debris) requires
a considerable expenditure in terms of computing time. Also, prelaunch mission
H analysis requires that several hundred satellite trajectories over periods of up to
several years be generated for the purposes of lifetime and geometry constraint
_] analysis. In addition, mission feasibility studies cor, sume an inordinate amount
m
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of computer time. C,cnerally, these applications do not require the extremely I
accurate high-precision orbit generation techniques which rely on the expensive L
process of numerically integrating Newton's equations of motion or some equiv- [-
alent set of differential equations. {_!
[_i
Li
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I. 1 REVIEW OF ORBIT GENERATION TECHNIQUES
i Another approach to the artificial satellite problem is provided by the purely
analytical methods of solution in which analytical formulas for the coordinates
a or orbital elements are usually obtained to first or second order in a small
parameter. A standard approach is to separate the short-period, long-period, .(
and secular components of the motion through a series of canonical transforma-
4
tions (Reference 1). The secular contributions to the motion are evaluated at
a given time, and the canonical transformation used to remove the long-period :
component of motion is inverted to provide the long-period mn_on in terms of
the secular elements. Finally, the transformation to remove the short-period
terms is inverted and evaluated with the secular and long-period contributions
[I '-totheelements, thusobtainingtheshort-periodcontributionstothemotion.
J Although computafionally efficient analytical satellite theories have been devel-
oped, 1 many of these theories suffer from severely restricted perturbation mod-
_] els. Several theories are limited to the lower degree zonal harmonic terms in
the nonspherical gravitational model of the central body. The third-body pertur-
b] bation_ when included, is usually restTicted to the cases of very close-Earth
satellites. Also, many of these theories are restricted further by the uce of
the use of Keplerian elements in these formulations introduces singularities
tl caused by vanishing eccentricity and/or inclination. Some of these limitations
are accounted for by the fact that many of these analytical theories wore devel-
I_ oped manually. -The tremendous amount of algebraic manipulation
necessary
required that these theories be severely restricted.
I] In the last decade, the appearance of machine automated algebraic processors
has facilitated the development of ,.malytical satellite theories with more sophis-ticated perturbation models. All that is required is sufficient computer time _.
t
U • i |m -- |1y. Hagihara (Reference 2) gives aa extensive list of references to the work in
artificial satellite theory.
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and storage, liowever, a reasonably gcttcral first-order analytical satellite
.rl
I theory can comprise tens of thousands of terms which require a prohibitive star- _
I age capacity. The only way to reduce the storage requirements for .an explicitI
I analytical theory is to restrict the theory itself. 1 []
Finally, although several attempts to incorporate atmospheric drag in analytical
' satellite theories have been made, the), have proven less than adequate for pro-
] .'
[ ducing reasonably accurate ephemerides over extended time intervals. This is !]
not surprising in view of the fact that even high-precision numerical techniques ,-i
! which use sophisticated atmospheric models have difficulty predicting ephemerides I| "
,.j
] of strongly drag perturbed satellites over periods of several weeks (Refererce :1).
The method of averaging offers another approach to the artificial satellite prob-
lem that has been shown to be more computationally efficient by several orders t
of m._-mitude th.'m the high-precision t#.chniques (Reference 4). In acktition, the ,|
, method is very flexible with respect to the perturbation m(xtels and suffers fewer 1
as the high-precision techniques, thistechnique produces results sufficiently
accurate for all but the highest accuracy requiromeuts, e.g., m,,meuvcrs, etc. 1 t|
More specifically, an ,application to first order of the method of averagiug pro-
duces the long-peri(x! and secular motion of a satellite extremely accura_ly in J _
kmost cases (Reference 4} and provides for the :'ecovory of probably 90 to 95 per-
cent of the short-period motion {Reference 5). Consequently, this approach .{
1
provides a low-cost, long-terlu orbit prediction capability for the following:
• Mission feasibility studies - [
• Mission "tnalvsis (lifetime anti geometric constrainLs) _ ,
For certain applicatiotts where one particular tS"l_ of satellite is encountered, l t
e.g., circular geosynchronous satellites, a restricted theory is not ordy accept- _ •
•lble but advisable. If, however, a single theory is to be used for several dLffer- I l ¢
ett ts'pes of satell!tcs_ a goner:ll theory is required.
(
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• Tr,_ckingstation acquisitionschedules
• l)yt,.amic mock, ling il_ definitive orbit determination prot_,dures where
] eifl_er extended data intervals or exWraled data gaps art, encoup_q_,d
• l_.,,namic modeling required for differential eorreetio_ _l)(') pr," ,4t_rt, s
used to solve for dynamical parameters, e.g., high-or(k,r ge : ,,t'" ial
coefficients
l_ The motivation for using the method of averaging procedure is as follows. Th_
i maximum step size which can be used in the numer,:eal integrat':cn of a set of
differentia! equations is eon,strain,:d by the highest signific_mt frequ_'lwy c<mtaim'd
therein. The method of averaging is used to remove high-frequet_ey comp_n_ents
fcolll the equations of motion. The res:tlti_g averaged equations of motion are
integratt, d nun_erically but with a sig'nifieantly greater step size than can 1_, used
with the high-precision equations. The long-period .anti _,eular complements af
[_I tilt' satellitt' motion are thus obtained. The short-pt, riod ,,,ompol,,ont of tht" motion
('an be computed eitht, r nun_,rieally (l_eferenee 5) or from analyttcal fornmlas
[' which :Ire pre,,_mted in \'olum_ 11of this report. In most cases, the con:putati_mal t
: savings aehievL, d by the larger step size _whieh results in fewer force evaluatiot_sI '
i I! far outwieghs the increasedcost of tht,deri,ativet,,'a[uqtiot_,hert'l.yet'fet'tingasignificant decrease ill tilt, overall _.omputat_,onal _sts.
The teehlllique of I'enw_ving :lit, high-frequency terms fl'olll tl_, _qu:ltio[l_ Of motion
was first used hv l,agrang_ ill his invustigation.q of tl_, plat_,t:wy u_otion. _tecaus_
or" a particular formulatit_n of the equations of motion developed by Lagrat_ge_ the,
O
high-frequency terms, iu the cast, of conservative perturbing fort_s, couhl he
isolated more or less by inet_etion, tlowever, a rigxwous msthematicaI fout_l-
ation for thta taehniqt_ we., not provided until the relati_,ly tvct_nt work hv Kcvlov
U anti Bogoliulxw tReferenee _) m_ asymptotie meth_ts for nonlinear osctllations. 1_
It
I •
I
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Two approaches are available for the- application of the method of averaging.
" °1
The high-frequency components of the equations of motion can be removed q
#
numerically by application of a quadrature around an _ppropriate formulation
i of the high-precision equations of motion. This procedure is known as the [ !
.t
_ numerical averaging approach. If the pertvrbing forces arc conservative° the
1 equations of motion can be expressed using Lagrange's formulation, and the t
! _veraging quadrature can be performed analytically. Under certain assump-
* Ii'_ tietla, 1 this method produces the same result as that obtaincd by inspection.
i This semianalytical procedure of numerically iategrating the analytically aver-
_: zlped equations of motion is referred to as the analytical averaging al_roach. [,
I i" ,-
L ,
t r1 ,
1 t_
i'
!i
D
' Ii
l'l'_ _Hunlptlo_ _ris¢ when either the Gvx_enwich Ilour Angle, i._,., the F_rth's _LI t
rot=lion, or the fast variable of Che disturbing third body .'tpl_.lr in the pcrtur- t
halloa mo(lela. Specifically, these quaulities are ._s_umed to be compl_Wly
" It
indepe.aJent ol thv JJat_lllb., fa_J! vari..tbleo Uoth explicitly a_t implicitly through I _.
',, Ihe lime. '
@
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1.3 "IrtE ANALYTICAL AVEP,.AG1NG APPROACH ,
_! The method of analytical averaging is attractive because it is not only stgnifi-
• cantly more computationally efficient tnan high-precision tcchaniques but also
is usually an order of magnitude more efficient than numerical averaging tech-
• niques (Reference 9). This computational advantage is accounted for by the fact E
_,I that the analytically averaged perturbation models, although more comolex than
the high-precision perturbation models, are evaluated only oncu per integTation [_
step. The numerical averaging approach r_quires that the high-precision pertur-
I bation models be evaluated once at each abscissa of the quadrature. Thus, the
i method of numerical averaging requires between 12 and 96 force evaluations to
, compute the averaged element rates (I_ference 10). In addition to the greater
computational efficiency, the analytical averaging method offers greater pre-
cision with respect to co',putation of the element rates and therefore should be
used who"over posm .e (Reference 8).
The analytical averaging method has been treed in the d -.vulopment of several ]]
1 averaged orbit generator programs (References 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16).
These programs suffer from one or more limitations, however. In particular, I]
, !
most programs are bast;(t on theories fornmlated in terms of the Keplerian ele- t
meats, which produce singularities in the equations of motion for vanishing
eccentricities or inclinations. 1 Dallas and Khan (Reference 14) modified the
clement set to remove the small eccentricity problem; however, the small in-
clination problem remains. The Earth Satellite Mission Analysis l)rogram
(ESMAP) initiqtcd by Ccfola (Reference 11) is formulates in a completely non-
'1 singula,' element set but is severely restricted in its perturbation ,,,odcls as li
:1 are the programs described in Reference 15 and 16. ,.
' 1Thts is, of course, not peculiar to the averaging method but rather to the form
of the high-precision equations of motion.
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1.4 llECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ANA I,YTICAL AVERAGINCI 'I?IEtIIIY
t_
Very recently, several authors have investigated gt,m,ral, analytically avoragx_d
perturbation models for the third-body at(! nolksphorical gt'|vitational i_rturba- _]
14tlons in _rms of nonsingular el_motlt sets. Cefola alld Broucke (Reference _l)
developed recursively fornmlated models for the nonresonant third-billy anct zorl_l _]
harmonic porturbatioas based on the equinoctial elements. The development o| _
the zonal harmonic m(xiel is similar to that of Cook's model, with tilt, exception _
Othat the inclination function is developed in terms of associated l_gtmdre IX)13"-
I nomials and their derivatives and certain complex polynomials. ('efola's third-
• [lbody model is developed in terms of tile direction cosines of the disturbing third-
body position vector, which proves eomputationally effiL'ient but is limited to [1
t)
nonresotltnt eases. Cefola outlined an extension ofiais zonal hmrmonic m¢_lol to
include the nonresonant tesseral harmonic terms (Reference 22) and later corn- []U
ploted and extended the model tO include resonant phtnomena (R(_ereneo 23).
Giacaglia (Reference 24) l'oformulated Knula's perturbation models (usil_ Allah's []
ll
inclination function) in a nonsingxtlar element sot and provided a set of t'ot.ul'sivo
algvrit.hms for computational purposes, i;inally. Nacozy ,qnd i)nll;ls (l_'el'enuc 25) |l $tJ
also reformulated the Kaula g_oopotential model (rising Allan's inclination funt,tion)
!
in terms of a nonsingxllar element set. No t'et'ul'sive alg_,witluns were Ill'or|tied. I|
iThe l'elativoly siluplo I'OCUI'SiVOalgorithms of ('ook. Cefol:l. and (;i'lc:lgli:l lll'e
appealing in view of the alternative of evaluating the complicated polynonlials [J
foitnd ill the work of N,,lcozy and l)allas, llowever, tile l)rutc-foreo illlplonlenta-
tion of ret'ursivo alg_rithms can :'ontribute to t'onlput:ltional ineffit, iont,y :Uid
t'ml possibly introdut,e artificial singx|lat'ities (not ill the equations of motion.
but in the model evaluation). To i_ure against this possibility, t'artfful t,onsid- [j
oration must be given to ta_oortlQring of the terms in the modt, ls s).teh tim{ the
I-)
l't)t,ul'sion fol'lllul:' ',_vot'ood in the Dropt, r (||rot,lion to :lvoid snulll divisors qntl [J
the anlotuxt of l't,t Olllp),itfltion and storage l't'tluit'elllonts :it'|' Illininlizod. ! The t
1Cefola has considered the question of the effit,ient ill_t.'lllt'll[:ltiOIl of his tht'ol'V| ._o "
(lioforenot, 21).
l- l0
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Regardil_ _e ffnplemolltetiom irl tile GTI)S R&D version off the resoUmlt tesseral
I haicmonic model, it was for that this ollpability should [_e vt, ry flexible with re-
spect to tits specific reaOtmnt harmonic Wrms t|sod. Tim existwnc, e of a reson:mcc
dictetes which terms in the potential expansion ave significant to the lollg-porio(I
1_ motion. Know ,lie of the common characteristic_ of tht'sc terms and the propt, r
! 41_ rise of the recursive algorithms would have provided a lot, fins for further optimi-
t zatiota of this mode¿. HoweVer, the procedure wouhl have I_t,n automatic, withthe program expc, cting a oertMn set of terms. Therefore) for the purposes of
flexibility lind at some ,additional computational costs, tile contt'il)utious from oathspherical harnmnic tet, m are computed entirely indet_mtcntly from all other terms. 1
l_ DUe to the extensive new soft,ware for the analytical averaging capability as well
as to the extensive modifications required to the proviou,_ly implemented a_'crag-
] lag software (particularly the input processor :rod initi:lli/:ltion procedures :m(t
file attendant added complexity of oxecutitlg the (_'l'l)S l{&l) :lvcr:lging cat,ability),
[_ it was decided that a system description and l,lSCl't,q _,mit|e for tilt' (;'I'I)S R&I) art'r-
aging capability would he issued under a sop:n'att, cover. In addition, '1 (tocunlotl[
extending the numerical resul_ beyond thost, I_l't'St'lltt'(1 ill l{t, ft, rt, nct, 9 is lllso ill -
preplU'ation. Thill document will discuss tilt, comlmtation.d ¢.osts in tt, rms of !
machine processing time, the accuracy of tilt, :m:dvtic:d :lvt'r.L,.;in_4 methods, and $1
the pro(_dm'e argt algorithms used to (tort'lop an :lutonl:lt it' {l'lltlt'a|ion capability
U to furthl_r optlluize the per_|rbation mt_lols for t':u'h l_artit,ul;lr c:lsc.
The Ctll'l'tqlt report consists of two volulllOs. The /lit'el" 30[" tilt' tllt'thod of ;IVt'l'-.
aging is discussed ill Volume 1. l.'oltlnlt, II i_l't,st, t){:; tilt, explicit tlt,'¢t, loiHiIOllt of
a seluianalytit, al artificial sattdlitt, tht, ory h:lm,d ou tilt' ulctht)d of :lvt't'aging.
Voltlnlo 1 presents a fairly COlll_rt, honsivo discussion of Hit, :q_plication of tilt'
golNlralized method of averagiBg to tilt, :lrtificial ,,_atcllite pvoblt, nl :lll(I tilt" result-
ing formulation of the tver,'_d equatious of motitm, la ,'-_t,tioa 2, a dis0ussion t
-Th_ ca0"lbility to auttmulticlllly select the I't',qon,lll[ {t,l'lllS w:ls lml_ll'nlt,tltt,¢l ill the
GTIkq R&D version. However, no slt_,cial relatiouship :lmotlg tl_m is :lsaunlt, d.
11
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]i l _ tlm Vllrlat/on of Paramemrs (VOP) formulaUoa of the equst/oltm of motion,
', _aa which {be method of awraging iJ ba_d, Is predated. Section 3 discusses
t _, tim _licntion of tl_ method of averaging to the VOP equation_ af motion. The I1
:| oriUrion for the selection of short-l_riod terms ia discussed In Section 3.1, 11!, sad the geceralized method of averaging is applied to the VOP equations for the
*i cue of a sllLgle I_rturblng function in .qaction 3.2. A discussion of the application
i
I of the method of averaging to the case of two or more perturbing functions is
i prmsented in S_ctlon 3.3, followed by a description of the modiflcaticm required
i for the application of the mefl_od of to$_eraging caa4_ involving _son_ce phe- [l
nemean in Section 3.4. Negt, _ect/on 3.5 addr_aeses the application of higher _ F
It
order averag/ag theories. Finally, a discussion of the first-order short-period
varl_tons la the elements and their application 0o osculating-to-mean and mean-t,
]. to-o_culattng element conversions is given in Section 4.
/, _ nonrs,onant third-body models required for the first-order averaged equations E:[i
I , of motion. In this volume, the nonsplusrical gravitational potential is dJvelopedi'
in the nonsingular equinoctial element set, and the zonal harmonic nmdel, the _i
! com_bined zonal and nonresonant tcs_eral harmoa/c model, and the resonant tes-
; seral harmonic model are isolated. The nonresonant third-body disturbing func- tl
tion is also developed in equinoctial elolments and in the direction cosines of the
third body. All models are pl_asented in Ivhat is considered to De an optimal form, tf_
tatting into account the mimimisation of the combined computational and storaee
1
cOsta while tvoiding computational singularities. It ia this final form of the t tk I
models that was implementod in the GTI_S R&D version, l
- V ]
i
t
t
L
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' SECTION 2 - I'IlF VAIHATION OF PAI{AMI.,'TEI{S IVO.P} I't_UA'I'IONS
_otion was used to investig,lte the long-l_riod and seeulqr motion of the planet_.
The \'Of formulation was introduced by Euh,r while investigating Ihe mutual
I1 ilOrtttrbations of fftlpiter and Satxn'u and was later generalized and completed by
L.igl'm_g'e (lleferenee 26). Since the primary objective of the curt'cut investiga-
(
tion is tilt' development of an effit, ient orbit gx.,neratlon trmthod for the l_redietion
1
_i of the lollg-lleriod and soet|l:lr tuotion of :lrtlfit, ial satellites, the \'Of fornmla-
'i _ titm ,,'as used.
t _ In fills set'lion, a derivation of the basic \'OP equations is preaented ill "ul attempt
"'ti to provide some baekgrouud irfforluatiou to the reader who is not already f,tnlilial"
x_
]1 with file metht_t. Alfllough tile derivation pl't,sented is tier the n'tost elegant, it
[_ :1 logical fotmdation for the forrn of tile VOP t, quations used in this investigation.
II
II
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'i _? 2.1 PRINCIPLES OF THE VOP FORMULATION
'_ The VOP formulation of the equations of motion for a perturbed dynamical IN
l
I system requires that the solution for the corresponding unperturbed system be B
1 known. The unperturbed dynamical system associated with the artificial satel-
_/ lite problem is the classical two-problem of celestial mechanics. As a starting l
I point in the development of the VOP formulation, the differential equation of
Newton describing the perturbed motion of a satellite relative to the central body t
is considered, i.e.,
! " (2-11
where r and r denote the satellite position vector and its m_nitude, r is the
velocity vector, k is the Gaussian constant, m and m s are the masses of the
" cep.tral body and satellite, respectively, _ is the perturbing acceleration vector _
t caused by conservative and/or nonconservative perturbing forces, and t isthe [1
time. For ms << m, the satellite mass can be neglected.
--For the unperturbed problem where Q - 0, Equation (2-1) reduces to
r  -,_ (2-2)
A solution of this system of equations requires six constants of integration. _i
These constants are del_wd by ai (where i = 1, 2, ..., 6) or by the vector a.
The constants are identically the components of the initial position and velocity I, I[9
' veotors or any set of six independent functions of the initial position and velocity.
_
The solution of IGquation (2-2) is denoted by the voctol' function ¢0(a, t). The
method used Iv obtain this solution is discussed in Referonces 27 and 28. The
801ution @'+0describes the motion of a point on an ellipse at I particular splltial [! @
orientation with the central body located tt one of the loci.
2-2
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_ In the VOP formulation, the perturbed two-body problem represented by Equa-
l: tion (2-1) is assumed to possess a solution _ of the same form as the function
i $0 with the single exception that the constants of the unporturl_d motion, ai,I vary with time. Soh, ing Equations (2-11 tl_lt reduces to determining this time
•I dependence.
.1 i
i l]
The VOP equations of motion consist of a set of six first-order differential equa-
• ,_ [j tions as foi:_..vs:
I , _ d%
,t wlllre the constants of the unperturbed motion, referred to as elements, are
;I __] treated as time-delx_ndent parameters. This system of equations ,'at, be obtained
directly by tranafm'mation of Equations (2-1_. E._aressing the three coordinate l
"_ _l variables in Equations (2-1) formally in terms of tho six elements and the time
I,
results ill the throe equatiolls
I [J invoh'ing six unknowns ak. Consequently, three arbitrary relations or constraints .
rally !_ imposelt on tire six Qlemen_, These relations may be specified implicitly
, _ lind are usually chosen _utlh that the following equations are satisfied:
t
L1 tl
I1
iI
2-;t
i
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whivlh r_lulres that
d__ ffi 0 (i=102,3) (2-61 r_
_d
_ atI,,_. ti
[1 "Th.o motivation for this particular choice is discussed Imlow.
The implicit relations betwee_ the position and velocity and the six unknowns ak _I
specifiedby Equations(2-4)_md (2-5)willbe used to transformEquation(2-1)into
(2-3). Di_erentiating Equations (2-5) with respect to the time yields IIEquatiotm
6
-- ffi + ---- (i = 1,2,3) (2-7)
dt _" bta ha.k 5t tit
k=l.
ii ,
Sub_tituting the right-hand sides of Equations (2-7), (2-510 and (2-4) into Equa- l}
tions (2-1) yioLds the following three first-order differelgial equations in the six [_
unkn°wnsak: It i;
(i:- 1,2,3; J = 1,2,3)
.f
Equations (2-6A provide the three other first-order differential equations required
to determine the s_stem. !l
The function fi, representing the ith component of the position vector0 is deter-
min_ from the formulas for elliptic (unperturbed) motion, i.e., through ¢0 '
which relate an instantaneous position to a set of instantaneous olements (in fact,
T/
infinitelymany). Itis notimm 'diatelyobviousfrom Equation(2-4)alonethatthe !_
t
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lw_m_bed _locity _ctor can tm ra_lal_d to the saz_ set ol i_tantauJe,ou,e e_o_P,a
_] tl_eough then formulas. Hcgwever, l_q_-Ltior_(2-5) indicates that the velocity com-
_! po_ats axe tier#rained by differentiating the po_ttion functions, fl • while holding
the elen_n_ etmst_r_t, which im eJ_ctly the requirement for _npe_u_ motion.J *
_! ._ a result, at any time t, tt_ perturbed elem_ts always correspond to a set of
unperturbed elements. _ch clemens are referred to as o_culati_g element_,
The three conetraints imposed on the elements by Equations (2-5) are not th_ only
_et passible, but they are the only set that allow both posltloh ._nd velocity to t_
![ related to thcGe pcrturl_d elements through the formulas for elliptic ranting.
Ia Eqaaflons (2-3), five elements c.,_x be chosen such that they compieh, ly spa_ify
the osculating ellipse Ln space. The si_th etement. _, ir_conJtmctton with the
time t _peoffles the position of the object on the c_tml_lng ellipse at tim# t.
t
The t[unctiot_ Gk(_, t) represents the time rate of change of the ith osculating ele-ment caused by the pertm'bing force. In most casce, the pvrturb._tione a_'c sn_mll
[l eomp,'tr_ with tile cel_trM torte, and, th,_fore, the magnitude of the functionGk is small. Consequentl% in most problems the elements ak are _lowly ,ra_,-
, _ ing.
For conservativel_rturb_ngforces,_e osculatingcleme_t rainscan be repre-
sented in tcrmt_ of tile partial derivatives of a disturbing function. The disturbing
_Inction is the legativ_ of the potcnlial fum.tion, hon©e the restriction to (_erv-
ativc pcrtu_Ing forces. To obtain a formulatitm de_ncteat onl_ ot_ the ehm_ent_
! I
j the disturbing fu|ction is developed in terms of th_ oion_emts through _ Im',_al
,- U Fourier series expansion. &lso, the Fourier se_qe_ representation pvtm_ite
, isolttion of specific h,cquaacitm in the mol_on by inst_vctiom, if the series e._m_-
sion is devcloi_! literally, Equations (2-3_ call be iltcgrttod term bv tetm_u0tng
_e mcthcxt of successive approximations to obtain an anml.vtical approgimmtion
X to the solution (Reference 2}. This approach is kao_.n a_ the method of ti_noPal
. PCrturbatl_s.
!
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I
, _
USidler the ca_cg_y _ special perturbation methods, several ams_rtcal techo
1 sstc[ues haw bn_t developed for evaluating the osculating element rates given by i 1
ICquatio_ 12-3). A particular solution for these equatioos is then generated
using a numerical iutegratlon procedure. There are essentially two formula-
ricers of the special perturbation technique associated wtih the VOP formulation
_ the equaUos_s of motloa. One formulation, associated with the name of Gauss, i , •
! uses closed form expressions for the osculating element rates, i.e., the fus_-.
i _ ticiw Gk are formulated in terms of the components d the acceleration. The IC_i
!I otl_r forrnulaUost is based oa a Fourier series expansio¢_ for the disturbing :
d
] hiaactt_ as used tn the g_sseral pert_rbatimt method ezcelpt that the coefficients i
1 1
, i"; "i [-i
I _ It,,
:i |,
&J
il 11
; t
I-
i[ '-D ,{
|-a
°
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Ctqe_trly° the corvespol_tlinbg equatio_ for the t_ll_t*_r_(l_ot, ion is
l_J .2._ _. k_m • \_,l& = 0 (i- 1,2,3) (2-IO)
1978020204-027
iit
But ' •
U '
1 7. "3 _0"] _b_; " _,k (J= 1,2,...,6) (2-13) , ,i-:t !;)I'.
71/ L , .-
where 6;,jk is the classical Kronecker delta function since the elements au,_are/
,l mutually independent. Consequently, Equation (2-12) takes the form i )
6 3
• " _j,k _k a _--_"Q] (2-14) i__ ,
I! k,t ;,t
21 :' :
t..' )
I' or, more simply,
_, &j " _----_,; (j = 1,2,...,6) (2-15) i .-
I_ 1,1 .
! i ",
This result is known as the Gaussian form of the VOP equations of motion. , _, i
The right-hand side of these equations can also be formulated in cylindrical
coordinates where the radial, transverse, and normal components of the accel- i-I
• l
eration are used. This particular form of the equations can be found in most
celestialmechanics references (e.g., Reference 29). The Gaussian formulation ill "
is partiuularly attractive becuase it is appropriate for both conservative and
nonconservative perturbations. However, because most accelerations are L -_t i i -
formulatedintermsofpositionor positionandvelocityratherthanasa Fourier
! i ": seriesexpansion,periodicphenomenacannotbeisolatedfrom theacceleration I]
.: modelby selecting the appropriate terms by inspection. Therefore, a numerical ,.
:. proceduremustbeusedforisolatingspecificfrequenciesinthemotion. I
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!• Q Because of the flexibility and relative ease of implementation, the Gaussian for-
uu
[j mulationhas been used inthedevelopmentofnumericalfirst-orderaveraging
procedures {References4, 5, 11, 12, 13, and 14). This fornmlatioahas the
U disadvantage that conversions from the elements to posiUon and velocity must
be applied whenever the element rates are evaluated, i.e., at every integration
] step. in the Lagrangian formulation, this particular disadvantage is avoided at
: !i [] the possible expense of the closed-form expressions for the equations of motion.!l
I]
u !
U
U
!
!
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2.3 THE LAGRANGE PLANETARY EQUATIONS
The derivation of the Lagrange VOP equations of motion (referred to as the t.J
, Lagrange Planetary Equations) is identical to the Gaussian formulation through [!
_I Equations (2-11), with the exception that the perturbing function or acceleration
component, Qi ' is restricted to depend only on the position and can then be ex- ( ,[
pressed as the gradient of the disturbing function, R(Xl, x2, x3) , i.e.,
6R
J Q{ = bxl (i= 1,2,3) (2-16)
L
Equations (2-11) then take the form }.
G
_'-"_1&k " -- (i- 1,2,3) (2-17)
t Multiplying Equation (2-17) by bxi/Sa j and summing over i yields z _• . _ w{
' _,) _Q'I_ik = ()aj b_; _i (l = 1,2,...,6) (2-18) . ,
{t [.}1
_I,_! Similarly, multiplying Equation (2-61 by 5_¢i/_a_j and summing over i yields
i'l.k_{.
[1
lit should be noted that x i has been substituted for fi in Equations (2-6).)
ii
2-10
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I
8_r_ gq_ltol (2-,T9) from _quat_ag (2-18) y_klg
I • --
[ ] "'_ a, k • _ (j =1,2,...p6) (2-20) ::
t"A,
wkere
\ _Q'i _k 611,_ (9.-9.1) :_
_',_ ,_
qs called gae Lagrange Bracket.
Although there are a total of 36 Lagrange Brackets required for the complete set
of equalaons specified by Equation (2-20), at most only fifteen must be determi_d '
Imcause
!
-[
These conditions follow from inspection of the definitiota given by Equations (2-21).
It should be pointed out that the L_grange Brackets depend only on the formulas
U for elliptic llaotion because
H • and 8o.,_ "= b(l,_ 6_ _,
2
-|
_ 2-11
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I_-':_'l_"q'! :tt"l. '_t ."i_-. :°i !'_'.''. _-,J.' "• . _' _ '" ..LEIL_..' _1_' _ ,
ill
b t:
E !, :-
fifteen _cessary Lagrange Brackets required for Equations (2-20) can be
i
evaluated explicitly in terms of the elements and the system of equations inverted I _L_
to yield ak " A,_ explanation of the evaluation of these quantities is presented in
Reference 29.
An alternate derivation of the Lagrange Planetary Equations can be obtained with
' _ aid of the following relation given by Broucke (Reference 30): '
[ "
where the quantity (aj, ak) is the well-known Poissou bracket and is defined tu L "
Cartesian coord/nates by :,
i.l ,@:,
t
Tim Poisson Brackets aLso share the properites of the Lagrange Brackets, i.e., , .,
( O.k, a,j ) = " _ a'_, a k') (2-25b) ':
[I "J
F,quation (2-S$) is immediately verified by d/reef subst/tttt/on of the Poissofl [l. "
I:! "
!"
iI,a (
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T_ :+__L+.. ' ' :'"' ' _?___i_ +
!,I i,:.i!l, wh/ch req_rem the conditiola
it
i :i -
" r.[ ] *;i '*J
i (Equation (2-25) was used to remove the negative sign in Equation (2-30).) •
h "-9r ,
t, The particular VOP formulation adopted/or this report is a modified version of ;.J
il.t. Lalprsl_ge's Planetary Equations and is given by : I :_
d_.; _ _R 1'i
.f
---- • n- (L,_i)°-_-R
dt b¢_ (2-31b) - i
:l"t j ',,
where Ix is the mean moti(m awl a6 bow denotes the variable L under the summa- - _ _-
tion. The variable •, referred to variously as the fast variable or the rapidly ,_I L
rotating phase, is not a true slowly varying element but i8 a linear combination _
of the time with an element such that i_
._ = _  0,6 (2-32) :.
LJ
"' II departure polz_ in the orbit, This modification, which was mlde by TLsserand I _* '
,,r
1978020204-034
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(l_[erence 31), is necessary to avoid the presence of n ixed u a • terms in
• _ tl_ equations of motio_. A mixed secular term has the
form
t n ,in mt
sad quickly tioga'tales the solutiott as time t increases. The appearance of such I
itsrms is not inherent to the problem but to th_ formulation of the problem. Thefl
[-] mean motion, n, cntcr_ into Equations (2-31) through Equation (2-32). Use of
the variable ,g appears to have significantly changed the fo_m of the I,agrange -_
,t _ Planetary Equations. Itowever, the original form of the equations given by
•! Equations (2-28) is easily recovered by modifying the disturbing fuut'tion with;t H the additioa of the negative of the total eaerKw to the original disturbing function,
i.e., ff the semimajor trois is denoted by a, then
Ec_afio_ (2-31) call tl_n he eapreJsed as '"it
[I d_, £ _,, .
-_- = - (a,i, _.i') _i (2-33) :_
U j,j,
$
whore a6 is understood to represent the variable 4 . A more complete discussion
of this question is presented by Plummer (Reference 32). This refinement is not
U _eesaary for the p_'pose of thisinvestigatiott and, accordingly, will not im used. |
I] _':
il i
t
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2.4 DISCUSSION OF ORBITAL ELEMENT SETS
The preceding discussion of the VOP equations has made numcrous references 1
to the "elements" or "osculating eloments." The question of which eloment set
to use has not been addressed, and, in fact, a general discussion of the VOP
t
formulation need not be coneerned with any specific element set. Howover, the
t
application of the VOP equations does require the selection of a set of elements.
There ate several well-known element sets, the best known of which is the set
! of cl deal or Keplerian elements. The VOP equations formulated in Keplerian
elemelts contain the eccentricity, e, and the sine of the inclination as divisors
and therefore are _ingular for vanishing eccentricity and/or inclination. There
, ,_
] are several nonsingular element sets available, and the choice of a particular
!
] _et is arbitrary insofar as removing the singularities from the equations of
!
motion. Howevert some of these sets can present a slight computational advan-
i
tap over other setl when converting from elements to position and velocity.
For other applications, such as differential correction and error analysis pro- +
oedb_wea, the choice of the element set may no longer be quite so artibrary.
&ccordi_ to Broucke and Cofola (Reference 33), the nonsingular set of elements, i _l_
J
vhleh are called equinoctial elements, can possess marked computational advan- , '_
tnges over other nonsingular element sets. , _
The equinoctial element set, a = (a, h, k, p, q, _.), is used in this investigation.
It is defined in terms of the Keplerian elements by the following:
I:I. = _ :+
_l
+
.- +..a;. C,.+..,.zr',.) +_+
k ,. ¢ c+,,,(.+.,,-in.)
t
+
p - t_ x (,l_) t;m_ t $
e
• +,,,tin_ (i/a_ to_,f"l. , ,
h., J,,,+._ ,+..x.t',.
2-16
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!
whire Iii the retrograde factor which tikes on the values
I = 1 (for 0_i_(_/2))
I = -1 (for (1r/2),¢ |<__)
& more complete dtacusston _[ thii element sett includiilg the Lagrange and
Poisson brictets and the conversion to position and velocily, is preiented in
Appendix A.
U The VOP equaiioi_ expressed in equinoctial elements take the form tl
d..._._ -_ ._'0" _I_ (2-34a)
dE A 6h
U
t
[l '!
C dp pc. o_ _R 6R z e.._' oR
_._-(-- -+ /+
g dt: _AB k Oh h_k _ 4AB 60_ (2-34d)
g
ffi k_ - h--- + (2-34e) I
I ltl
I 2-17
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The disturbing function presented in Volume II of this report art: better expressed
in terms o_ _.e direction cosines ( e, 0,3 / ) with respect to the equinoctial ref-
earence frame (_', ^ _tg, _v) of either _e equatorial _" axis or the third=body positl_
I
vector, rather than in terms of the equinoctial elements p and q. Consequently,
expressions of the form 1_
bR 6R _o. 6R _ _R b'_ i
I
L,
will be used to modify Equa_k_mls(2-34) in order to aco_nmodate the particular
form of the disturbing functions. The following results, presentmd here without }',,
t
proof, are demonstrated in Volume Ih
' O
2-18
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I
il
I Where A. _ amd C arWdmfined as it ff4m_ion (2-34)and
-i
for lay two variables x #sad y.
It should be poinWd out that a comlderable simplffica_n ocours for t_ _-
rvmmant bird*body and z_! harmonic pertm4M_kms whe_
[I _,_- Ra, _ _ 0
o
11_ mimplificattms waa first re_ ia I:@,_tim (5-57) of RvferenOll and
will he demonstrated tn ¥oturne II of _is m_rt.
U
I
l,!! "
I1 :
0-
| . _
I
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I SECTION 3 - THE AVERAGED VOP EQUATIONS OF MOTION
Classically, in the investigation of the long-period and secular motion of the
B planets, the Lagrangian Variation of Parameters (VOP) equations (known as the
/ Lagrangian Planetary Equations) were expanded in a literal Fourier s_,cies and_
a with the proper assumptions, the terms which contribute to the long-period and
secular motion could be easily isolated by inspection. This technique pcoduces
D excellent results when the perturbations are small, and it has been used exten-
!i i_ U sively to investigate the planetary motions over long time intervals.
'i i_ _ Alternatively, the long-period and secular contributions to the motion can be
i _ systematically isolated by applying the method of averaging to the VOP equations
! !1 °fm°ti°nt°eliminatethesh°rt-peri°dc°ntributi°ns" The s°luti°n °f the result"
_' l .ag system of averaged equations is a set of parameters, usually referred to as
mean 1 elements, that describe the long-period and secular deviations of the
pe_turbed dynam,:cal system from the unperturbed system.
The technique of eliminating the short-period terms from the equations of motion
I was without a mathematically rigorous foundation until the relatively recent work
of Krylov and Logoliubov (Reference 6) on asymptotic methods for nonlinear
oscillations. The theory of the method of averaging is based on Poincare's
theory of asymptotic expansions (Reference 34) and the introduction by Krylov
U and Bogoliubov of the concept of a near-identity transformation. The theory has
been extended most notably by Mitropolsky (Reference 35).
[_ Further elaboration and discussion of the theory has been contributed by several
_] authors. Kruskal (Reference 36) remarked on _he possibility of a recursivelyformulated general inversion of the near-identity transformation. Stern
I 1The mean elements are defined operationally as the solution to the averaged
I equations of motion. Consequently, the exact definition of a particular set ofmean elements depends on th interval over which the equations of motion are
averaged. This is discussed in more depth in Section 3.1.5.
!
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i(Reference 37) developed this recurs(re algorithm explicitly. 1 Kyner (Refer- }!
once 38) and J. A. Morrison (Reference 39) have shown file Von Zcipcl trmls- []
formation meth')d to bc a special case of the generalized method of averaging,
li: at least to second order, thus establishing a dire, ct link to file mcthods usc(I ill
developing analytical satellite theories. 2 F. Morrison (Reference -10) has
• I1I presented a lucid discussion of the first-order application of tile mctllod. A '
i discussion of the generalized method of averaging is also given by Nayfch ilk, f-
! erence 41).i
l
Although the discussion in this section is equally valid for In:m_ ,Aht, r dynamical _[
_J
systems, the primary objective of this report is the application of tile method of
averaging to the equations of motion for an artificial satellite. ('onsc,luently, 11 _
the concepts of short and long period are developed in this context. Also, since
the method of averaging can be applied to either the Gauss(an (Equation (2-15)) !l
or Lagrangian (Equation (2-:11)) formulation of the VOP equations, the general
1expression , ,
at * eF;(_,_) (i 1,2,...,a) (:_-la) I i
i_ I '
d'-_"-n(a.) . tF_,(_.,_.) (:_-li,) i
i] i \
(where "_ consists of the five elements :_i) is used ill tilt) following dist'ussion.
1This a g_ncral expression relating file jth-ordor tt'l'lll IIrot, tlrsive algorithnl is
,! in the near-(de tity transforntatlon to various comb(nat(otis of tile lowt, r order
a_l
I terms in the transformation with lower order contributions to the moan t'lolllt, nt _| rates. This reoursivo algorithm is quite distinct froni the rct,nrsivoly forllln- _.]
lated first-order theory presented in Volume 11of this report.
2An analytical satellite theory ema be develotx, d using successive aPlflic:dions of ' [
the method of averaging to remove first file short-period terms and then tilt' ! I '
long-period terms.
11-2
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In this section, the generalized method of averaging is applied to the VOP equa-
tions ofmotion to obtain systematically the equations for the long-period ,and
_ secular motion. A discussion of the criteria for the selection of short-period ._terms is presented in Secti 3.1, and the averaged equations of motion f r a
s: gle perturbing function are derived in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 extends the
H application of the method of averaging to cases with multiple perturbing func-
I- I
i tions. Next, in Section 3.4, the modifications required to extend the application
• i of the method of averaging in the case of reson.'mce phenomena is presentect.
! [.1 Finally, the application of higher order averaging theories is discussed in Sec-tion 3.5.
' ! H
rl :
w p
U
L
I
, l
,!
'l
B
!
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"{ " 3,1 CRITERIA FOR SELECTING SHORT-PERIOD TERMS
The criteria for distinguishing short-period terms are, in general, subjecUve.
The shortest period of significance in the equations of motion effectively con- _1
I
strains the integration step size. For efficient cOmputation, it is desirable to a._
_1 maximize this step size while retaini,g the essential character of the motion l i
I over an extended interval of time. This is the primary consideration in the
_i selection of appropriate criteria for distinguishing short-period phenomena, i
!
To illustrate this point, the following simple differential equation is considered:
i
1 1i
In general, the minimum number of function evaluations required to integrate
a function of this type over one period is four. The cosine function has three I
! l
zeroes in the interval of one period. In view of the Fundamental Theorem of
Algebra, any approximating polynomial which is valid over one complete period i i
4
must be of at least third degree. Consequently, the function nmst be e':aluated
I*at four points to determine the coefficients of this third-degree approximating .!
polynomial, or, equivalently, the function and its first three derivatives can be ID
evaluated at a single point, requiring four function evaluations. This does not i
mean that four function evaluations per period provide the best representation
I?
of the element rate in the example, but only that this is the minimum number of .. )
function evaluation° per period required to obtain the gross behavior of the real
'isolution. The accurate integration of such a periodic function using arbitrary,
equally spaced abscissae would probably require six, and more likely, eight
*1 function evaluations per period, requiring a corresponding number of integra- !
tion steps.
A useful criterion for the selection of long-period terms is provided by careful
examination of the frequencies in the artificial satellite problem. ' I
!_ 3-4 !
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: :3.1.1 Satellitc-l)t, pendont Fr_lu_'ie_
Tile I_rturbing funetiolls Fit a"_, JL) in Equations (:1-1) arc assmued to Ix, 2rr I_1't -
odir in tl_ satellite fast variable, 1, • Seam of the slow variables are angular
•[ _ q_lantities _Keplerian elements) or ftmctioms of angular quantities (equinoctial II
1 t] elements) Sat produce fu,damental poriod_; irt the motion of order Ot_ -1) . If
: Pi denotes tile ftmdamental period produced by ore, el _ the _|owly varying anglos!
' _ and if the ftmdamentII period produoed by the fast variable L is 2rr. then the
• 4 fundltla_olltal period, P' satisfies tile relatitmi'i
[j , ,a.,r
" ( IF;
i L
"'_¢'i , << ! tho poriod P'. must Ix' such that P'._,>2_ i.e.
' If the quantity (J l.'i JmIX ' t l ' '
_ it is much greator than the periods contributed by terms rontRining the fast vari-
,._ able ,_. In addition, the \'()1 _ formulation implit'itly misuntes that the quantity
_i' _ _ jlri Jinx is not lit'go. This discussion suggrsts that terms (k,t_ndont on tilt,
satellite fast variable ,_ and all multiples of .g (i.e., nt.lL , whore nt 1, °-t,,,'' ...),
I_. which are of period 2;'I" nl, be considered to be short peritxlic as rolttpared with
terms containing the slowly varying angular qtmntities. ('ot_¢quently, all terms
U with twriotls of tilt' santo ordcr of m:lgnittltlo :t_ the satellite periotl :Uld all smaller
poriotis will l_., cons itte rod to t_ short period terms.
U Other variables which call introduce short-pt, riod ofl'ccts :list) :tptx, ar ill tile lwr-
turbing funrtit,n. More spocifit,:lllyt tilt, t, ffet,ts Oll the satellite nlotion t'ausod
I _ by the fast variable of rite distuL'bing thirtl body d.c., Moon, Sun, etc.) or till'
Greenwich tlour Angle in the txouspht'rit,:d gravit.ltional pelt, trial model must be
' I eotls itle red.
I 3.1.2 Third-tlotlv Effot'ts on tile Motion
, "rile presence of tile disturbing third-body fast v:lriablo in the t, quations of motion
" I will oontL'ibuto tt't'nls with :t fUlltlllnloatRl pt, riott of approxin_ttt'ly 2S days for tilt,
,, Mool_ and l yo:lr for the Sun. ?:ithor of till'SO t';lll rertainly be consitlored It)
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,, ,[ produce l_-period effects (relative to the satellite period) in the motion of the
' vast majority of artificial Earth satellites. An infinity of multiptes of the third- [i
01 body fast variable also appear in the third-body model. Such terms will contribute ;
1 -
, fl: the pertodieities P* to the motion of the satellite where!1
/ P*
_! P: • "'n (n = 1,2,3...) _"
, and where P* is the fundamental period produced by the fast variable of the dis-
! turbing body. _j ,
* decrease; therefore, very high har-Clearly,as n increases,theperiods Pn
lJ
monics inthethird-bodyperturbationmodel willcontributeterms withperiods
similar to that of the Earth satellite, thus introducing third-body-dependent i'_@
shcrt-period terms. However, in the absence of resonance, the coefficients of
these high-harmonic terms are very small in magnitude, rendering the contri- _] _
butions of these terms insignificant. 1 Consequently, the third-body motion (in U :
/
the absence of resonance) contributes significant effects with periods of P*/u, [I '_
where n usually remains a small integer. Such periods are, in most eases,
still very long compared with the periods of most Earth satellites. !t
i.A
However, certain classes of satellites (e. g., Interplanetary Monitoring Platform L
(IMP) satellites) have orbital periods comparable to the periods of the lower har- _ t
monic lunar terms cited above. For this class of satellites, the lunar effects on
the motion cannct be considered to be long period. However, in the case of a _j
I
.I strong resonance, a long-period component of the motion is introduced. The r:
period of the resonant or critical term is significantly greater than the period
of the satellite.
v1
lln resonance, the commensurability between the mean motion of tim satellite
amithemeanrnotionofthethirdbodyortheEarth'srotationratecausesthe LI
I appearance of a small divisor in the coefficient of the critical term, resulting _ L
_ in a significantly increased magnitude for the coefficient and a corr,_sponding ;:
}I Increaseinthecontributionof theterm. i}
I
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3.1.4 hr_iications for the Application of the Method of Averaging :
i .j_ method of averaging is best suited to eases where quite distinct groups or
"t families of frequencies are present. Each of these distinct fmnilies is lntro-
_I fluced by its own source, a_l the diattaction is found in file specific frequencies
!
*i and amplitudes introduced. Occasionally, the higher frequencies in one family !.t
e
i approach the prinmry frequency in another family and the aeparate contrib_tioas
' become more difficult to distinguish. Furthermore, elimination of one of these ; 1
families of frequencies by a single application of the method of averaging does
, I not eliminate the similar frequencies contributed by the othcr family. 1
I
1
i Additional applications of the averaging procedure are expensive in the numeri- "1
eal averaging approach or require nmltiple forms of the analytically averaged '-J
i equations of motion necessary for all cases that might be encountered. Also, tm ltiple applications of the averaging procedure are not always suitable as a :_t
!_ Welmiquo for developing a reasonably accurate orbit generator. In contrast to : j
"! a second averaging procedure, other means sometimes exist for eliminating ._1
unwanted high frequencies in the motion. _] i
Proper restriction of the tesseral harmonic terms in the nonspherieal _,n'avita-
6.
tional model will eliminate the (_-dcpendent short-period te,'ms they introduce !
l
into the motion. Such a restriction has no effect on the secular motion, "it least
to first order, sim'e tile tesseral harmonics produce no secular contributions to __)
the motion to first order (Reference 2). In fact, for all nonresonant sntellitesj
" I
it ia recomnmnded that file contribution of all tesseral harmomc terms be de- _I.
*' let_d from the averaged equations of motion.
lln the ease of exact resonance, bye of the families of frequencies are no longer 71
distinct. The frequeneiea in one of the families appear to be integral multiples ,_ $
of the fl'equeneies iu the other family. Furthermore, a single application of __ •
the jv_raging procedure will remove all frequencies contributed by both sources •
up to a cut-off freqt_ncy specified in file averaging operation. This i_ discussed : i
hi more detjll in _Scctlon 3.4. " J
'e
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The inclusion of these medium-l_riod and O-dependent sho_t-period t.ontribu-
' i tions in the evaluation of file me,'m element rates severely restrit'ts tile slop
i -- size in the numerical integration procedure. "lhe" me(liunl-l_t'iod t.ontvibutions
i _ have periods of 24 hours or less and they necessarily restri_'t the integrationstep size to at most q to 4 hours. Although the amplitudes of these terms are
]
"J U not negligible, they do not signifie,,mtlv affect the long-term motion as compared
"I with the long-l_riod and secular contributions of the zonal harmonit, s. l.'urther-
_j more, these medium-period tesseral harmonic contributions t'lln be or:dusted
711
_! analytically in the santo nmnn_r, and at _e salne time if desired, as tile short-
+ I U period element variations dis(ussed in Section 4.
I ff the medium-period effects contributed by the low-order zotml ha t'ntotfit, s 1I1
are retained in the equations of motion, the O-det×'n(tent short-t)eriod terms
should still be eliminated as described above, since it is int,onsis|trnt to elimi-
nate the satellite-dependent short-period terms while retaining the 0-dependent
U terms with similar periods. This, in effect, defeats the whole l)urpose ill tile
application of the method of averaging by imposing small step sizes in the numer-
ical integration procedure. The arbitrary imposition of larger step sizes in this
case causes these 0-dependent short-period terms to introdut'e spur'lees noise
U in the mean element rates and, consequently, in tile numel'it,.dly integrated solu-
tion. This is explained by tile fat't that tile t.ontvibutions of these short-period
U terms are propagated through the numerical integvatiotl :is though it were part
of the contributiotl of a term with a l)ertott approximately six to eight times the
U step-size interval.
The effects eaused by file third body c,,m be considered as ext,lusively long-periodt
U for the vast majority of artificial satellites, llowever, for vevy-long-t__'riod
satellites (st|t,h as the IMP class with periods of sovt, ral days), tilt' third-body
U (lmmr) eontril)ution can in no way be considered to Ix, long l)eviod and file appli-
cation of the method of averagil_g must be reevaluated in this light.
8
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The usual procedure ia those cases has been to use Gauss' method of secular _
t perturbations (Reference 32), which is also referred to as the method of double
qaveraging. In this approach, the method of averaging is applied t_vice in sue- :
1 cession, once to remove the satellite-dependent frequencies and then again to
remove the third-body-dependent frequencies. While this method does isolate i!
4 _
the secular motion of the satellite quite well, the periodic variations contributed '
t-
by the third body to the motion of the satellite may have amplitudes of several !1
thousands of kilometers. The elimination of such contributions is usually not
suitable for generating a reasonably accurate satellite ephcmct _.,. The alt.cr- i_i1
_8
native of using a high-precision technique to generate a satellite ephemeris
should be strongly considered in this case, since such largo step sizes are _,. _ ,
I appropriate even for the frequencies in the high-precision case.
i A strong resonance in the problem introduces a long-period contribution to the L.I
satellite motion of considerably larger period than either the satellite or lunar
periods, In this instance, a single application of the method of averaging will
isolate these contributions to the motion, Itowever, due to the strong short-
_ ,
1
period variations in the problem contributed by the fast variables of the satellite '
and third body, a second or higher order averaging theory is probably required, i ,
Thi_ is also probably true for the double averaging approach discussed aboce. _
Based on the above discussion, a single application of the method of averaging [_
is used in the development of the semianalytical tlwory presented in this report.
The 0-dependent short-period terms will be eliminate(! by appropriate restric- [i
;]
tion of the potential model. Although it is not recommended, the theory for the
medium-period contributions to the equations of motion will be developed. The tl
; third-body theory developed in this report is restricted to nonresonant cases only
-t
period.
1The analytical fornmlation of the medium-period contributions has not been
implemented in the GTI)S R&D version. .t
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3.1.8 Mean Elements
Since the mean elements are defined al_,r'ltionally as tile solution of _he aver-
aged eqtUttions of motion, the exact definition of a specific set of mean elements
depends on the assumptions or constraints imposed in the development of the
averaged equations of motion anti on the interval over which the equations of
motion are averaged. In this report, tile averaged equations of motion are de-
ycleped so that the me.'m ele=ncnts obtained are, in principle, e(,. i_'alent to the
mean or average over the averaging interval of the osculo_ing elements. This
is demonstrated in _etion 3.2.2. The averaging interval (in the absence of
resonance) is selected to be the satellite Ix_riod to ensure the elm_ination of all
satellite-dependent short-period terms.
H :The dependence of the definition of a lmcticular set of mean elements on the
L] averaging interval has contributed to some confusion in the communication of
results obtained by different investigators. For many, the term "mean elements"
_j is iUll_ediatcly associated with the double-primed elements obtained by Bromver(Reference -t2). This element set reflects otdy tile secular motion of the artifi-
cial satellite. The single-primed element set obtained by Brouwor in the same {_I
reference reflects hoth the long-wried and secular motion of tl,e satellite. The
_J single-prilued element set was ol)tainod by the applit'ation of all averaging cir.,r- 1_
,\ation over an interval equal to the I__,riotl of the satellite anti, consequeiltly, is
11 the .analog to the me:m elements used in this reiwrt.I
i in ,an attempt to eliminate the confusion caused by terminology, several other
$*t
[J names, including single averaged elements .rod long-period elements, have beeni
suggested, llowever, these terms do not adequately define the elements. This
l is because the mean elements are defined wholly by the theory from which they
are obtained and_ thereforet no simple naming devit, e can adequately dest'ribe
l them, To eliminate colffusion when coml_aring separately obt.lined results, tlw
• ' corresponding theories must be understood. Therefore, the terminoloKv "mean
, |, elcmcnts" will be used in this report, recognizing the irdlerent ambiffuitv in the
q
I phrase ,and also recognizing the lat.k of a satisfactory alternative.
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,_,2"l_EAVERAGIgD EQUATIOI_I$OF MOTION FOIlA SINGLE PERTURBING ;i
FU_CTION
J!'e The follOwi_letofdlfferentialequationsisconsideltWl: i{
l
do.; i_i
' _dt ,L C _; (_[} (i : 1,2,...,5) (a-2a) *
' ii
.I
,,1,: i; d'-_ " l'l(a't_  G_&(_Z,_')(3-2b) _2ii'
t
ideKity transformatitm from (_, £ ) to (a, J.) is assumed to take the form
q
t
i.
"f whero the functions "rli,j are 271'periodic in _.. The barred variables arc lref- _
errod to as moan clements. The quantity ¢ is assumed to be a small parametert
e.g, s a coefficient in o4te of ths terms (It the spherical harmonic exp.'k_ion o_ [ ,
; I_e geopotential _odel or the ratio of the scmimajor taxes of the satellite atad
third-body orbits in the series expansiOn of the third-body disturbing function. "i
The presollre of such a small parameter is basic to the methcxl of averagllag.
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The summation over p is not performed for j = 1 and thus does not contribute to
' the first-order terms.
!
3-15 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
I OF POOR QUALITY
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'!t! Next, the perturbing functions on the right-hamt side of Equations (3-2) are
'I expanded via a T,_ylor series about the mean elements as follows: .. ,
"*} _iC_'l_ = n'_. AO.k _ Fi(_.,J[') (i:-1,2,...,6) (3-8}
where Aak = ak-_ k are defined by Equation (3-3). The notation 5/(5,_ k) _
denotes the operation
fl
and for the sake of conciseness will be used throughout this report° Rearranging _-
Equation (3-8) as a power series in ¢ yields [l
1978020204-057
i! OF PtX)R QUALITY
_ k* I. L_ I. (3- lOd)
Ille,'Ul clement, gl ' i.e.,
• k_ d_ _ _:_-lt_
_J ll¢_lil'r,lnging Equ:llion GI-111 :is ,| powt, l" sol'los ill t yiohts
I n(aO " _ pa_(_.,t) _- 0(_ _'_) _:_-_2_ ,I
, k,O
i ,
1
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etc. Substituting Equations (3-7), (3-9), and (3-12) into Equation (3-2) completes _I :the transformation. Equating terms with like powers of c yields the expressions ..
for the jth-order contribution to the osculating element rates, i.e., _,
r I _
1
k-t p-.t [.!
(i= 1,2,...,5)
i-t
[! :
3.2.2 Eliminmi¢_a of the Fast Variable Dependence [_ "
In order to determine the averaged equations of motion (Equation I3-4)), the func-
tions Ai, j, which depend only on the slowly varying mean elements, must be I! "_:
related to the perturbing function or its power series representation. At first
gl:mce, it appears that this is accomplished in Equations (3-14). Ilowevcr, the [ ,'
functions TI.i, J are as yet undetermined, except that they are constrained to be " I
' 27r periodic in the mean fast variable, _.. Fortunately, this condition permits the !
I
elimination of the mean fast variable dependence. Integrating both sides of Equa-
• tion (3-14) over the mean fast variable, _.. on the interval [0, 27r] eliminates
the function _'l_i ' j/_._ . This procedure of definitc integration is referred to as
the averaging operation and is written as I l
I
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J In view of Equation (3-17), the averaging operation also yields _ 4i
i
[i
As a result, the averaged equations representing the itl_-ordcr contribution to b_
the mean element rates are
_-, [t
(i : 1,2,...,5)
_-_
2 |1
I
These equations ('an be simplified by requiring that _ ; ,
= 0 (i = 1,2, 61 (3-20) l/ "\_ /_ "", _.a'_' (k 1,2, 5)
or, equivalently, ! 1
It o
L
I!
1 '3-20 _,
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which followsfrom theapplicationof theaveragingoperationtoEquations(3-5)°
Consequently, the mean elements (,_, £ ) represent the l(mg-period and secular
contributions to the osculating elements ('_, _ ) to within a constant, and
II
;' U where Ci,j is a constant. Equation(3-22)followsfrom Equations(3-20)and1 (3-17),A logicalextensionof theconstraintinEquation(3-20)is torequire
'_' [1 that these constants vanish identically, i.e., ._
,!
such that
" i e.
Initially, in the development of the averaged equations, the functions _i, j were
I quite arbitrary except for the condition of 2 poriodicity in £. Equation (3-20) i
restricts these functions to contain only short-period, mixed short-period, 1 and
constant terms. Equation (3-23) further restricts these functions to pm'e and i
mixed short-period terms only. That such restricted functions van be deter- .-
t rnir, ed is demonstrated below.
Applying the constraint expressed in Equation (3-20), Equations (3-19) reduce to
i ( ),Ai,i(._, ) ,= _¢i,i.t(_,_.) (i = 1,2,...,5) (3-25a)#.
I
1' 1A mixed short-period temn is the pr(xtuct of a pure short-period term, g(I)l
: and a long-period term, f(i), i.e., f(5) g(A).
; II
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l The averaged equations of motion are now completely specified in terms af the I ,
1
i ex4)aMion of the perturbing function and, in the case of thc variable .t. the ea- I
@ p_ion of the osculating mean motion. More explicitly, substituting Equationsi
, _luationus of -notion:
t "--'-" • _i,].l{:_,l.) * 0C_t1"_'_ (i : 1,2,... 5) (3-26a)¢lt - '
,., [
d"_" " t_['_t') + _6,i.t(_**i) * 14i + O(G N-t) (3-26b) !
i,,t t
4'
! The ftmctiotm fi, k anti Nk for k > 1 are formulated in temus of the as yet [
'I _mdetermined short-I_riodic ftmctions _i, j " This dependence is shown explic- L. _,
! itly in Equations (q-10) and (3-13). The averaging operation does m)t frec the [i
• averaged eqtmtions of all contributiot_s from the short-lx_riodic terms. _'.kach t
contributions are, in fat.t, the sour,:e of the hi_lmr ot'dov terms in the a,'cragcd LI I:
equations of motion. The product of two short-period functions fan yield a long- t
t
period term; for example, in the product I" *
L
" ! both factors are of shoPt txeriod, yet the product contains a loag-period term , :
il (i.e., a term indopendont of i _.
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Iasi_ction of F.quations (3-10) and (3-13) indicates that products of the partial _.
derivatives of the o_culating force function, F i , with the ftmctiorm 1_.i, j appear, !
]{ as do products involving two or more of thc f_ctions _i,j • _uch products can ;[_ produce long-period terms, a_ described ir_ the above example, that will always
+I be of second or higher order in the srajll parameter.
3.2.3 Determination of the Short-Period Functions, _i,jm _ _ , • i i -
I:
The general formulation of the averaged equations of motion is completed by ob- i
] raining the functions 1_i, j from the information contained in the method of aver- "
aging. In the following discussion, these functions are determi_..d without the
constraints expressed by Equations (3-20) and (3-23). However, the justification _ :
, for these cor_traints is demonstrated, r,
A partial differential equation for the functions rli,j is obtained by subtracthlg ,_
Equations (3-19) from Equatiou (3-14), yielding
, q
(i= 1,2,...,5) (3-27a)
i]t
[l
/
1 it,i.. "p'_i k-I
(3-27b)(),• 4:l,,bt + II i - l:l,,i._, * ili "
i-t
11,i
.t
II
_-23
I
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lIf the superscript S denotes the short-periodic part of n function such that •
1 t
,I them the preceding equations can be expressed as
L.
}-t _. , I
"' _i,i T _ b7_i i'9 .i 1,2, ..,5) ?-Oqa)
Ilat tttt [
i-_,i. s
- * _,i. l + N i - A_p bik li :"
@tL ktl.
l_Sl_Ct.i_ of Equations (3-28} indicates that the functions "/_i, J (i = 1, 2,..., 5} i
"t depend only on quantities of lower order. In tile caso of tilt" sixth variable .L, . Q,
the function _6, j also depends on the jth-order function _l,j introduced througla _ _ i
the term Nj . Hence, the function 77.1, j must be (tetcrmilled pt'ior to the function ,! ,'
These functions are determi[_ed to witt_in an arbitrary function of tile slow ray- _"
.a
iables, a, by developing the right-hand s_de of Equations (:t-28) rote multiple I
Fourier series and integrating I_rm by term. More explicitly, "
" i,i.t (_.,[) " _t,p _)gtt dL. (:1-29a} ,[,ktk p,t
(i -- 1,2,...,5_
• I
./[ ] .:
l lift _Itl
L
:1-24 !_
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" - . ,C[,i) • (_.) (3-a0)_i,i (o.,L) ,, ¢x,,j ¢';,i
U
where _i,j is a 27r periodic function of _. with zero mean, i.e.,
!]
H
• u and Ci, j is an arbitrary function of integration depending only on the slowly
varying mean elements.
It then follows from averaging Equation (3-30) that
i
_ This equation is a generalization of the constraints exp,'essed in Equation 13--20) . "[
End Equation (3-2:3). Therefore, in order specify the functions _i,j most gen-
erally, a set of arbitrary functions of the slow variables is required. Because
U t_ function Ci, j(:_) is ,'m arbitrary function of integration, it can he taken to beidentically zero, i.e.,
: _l ¢_,i(_) -- 0 (3-,r,_)
thereby reproducing the comstraiat used to obtain the form of the averag,,.d equa-
a tiolas of motion given in Equation ('3-26). ('onsequently_ the validity of the appli-
eatton of the constr_nt e_pressed in either Equation (3-20) or Equation (3-23)
!
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i i has _n demonstrated. The use of the constraint given hy Equation ,:_-33, _,
i requires that the "_.i,J functions be purely short ptriodi¢ and or mi.xcd short
7, periodic, i.e., t
i
4
In summary, a set of functions 1'_i, j containing only short-l×,riodic terms tan t
' &.
_' Dc obtained, and the near-identity transforn_ation given by 1.:qu:ltions 13-3) is
'l
i QOnlpletely specified by the (_xpressions
! L _.
-,I N • i
' _ i,i-p
(3-3-|:}1
(i -"1, 2, 5)
iI
; },.I, _,-t '$_t
_3-3,1hl
. 0(_ "_)
i
I 3.')..I Computational P|'oeedure1 "
,i
, The determination of the jth-ordt'r ¢olltriblition to tilt, mc:nl t'lctl_¢llt r:Rts IEqu:l-
ttons (3-261 ,_l_d the functions '_i,j :11'0 _nterdetx, ndcnt and hills( |ll'Ot'ccd serially
( ,
..1 on an order-by-order basis. To illustrate this procedure, th¢ SCCOlltl-Ol'_iOl"
i
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!i,
t
equatl¢_ are p_senllmdmore explicitly. F-,xl)ressinl Equation13-261 to Ilecood
I orc_ryields
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tb_,'
vlenv_ 1_,4w_ltum(3-lOp, (-_-U), (3-37), :,.tnd(3-3e), _ttotu, (3-35)_)Implify I['
-- - i F_tt,[) ,, .,'_ ,Z_.,(t,lt') _)_",/I " oCG'_(:)-3_),,_, [.dt _ S "
(i = 1,2,,,.,S) I
at i
t L:
t
4. O(e._) :-
T
i
t
Iltzpecliott of this cqttatiott iadiea_s that the fir,_t-ov, ter contributions to the mean
elll_l_lrll_s0 Ai, t * are indepen_ler_t of the fcmctions lrl i. j " llowever, tM l
lweond.-or(Mr contrtlmtio_ to the mean element rates, Ai, 2 ' require kntm'let|gc ii
_l_ the futletto_ l'_j,j • lice, the computation mu._t proceed as follows'
i,t * 1_,1) di (i _ _,2,...,.5) (:_-_Ob) _.
,: f [,: ] '
'Of .
._,
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3.3 AVERAGED EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR MULTIPLE PERTURBING I'
FUNCTIONS
L,
The preceding analysis can be extended in a straightforward manner to the casc |[:
of multiple perturbations contributing to each element rate. Examples of such
, cases are: inclusion of more than one spherical harmonic from the nonspherical
gravitational potential field, multiple third-body perturbations, and ,_ombinations
f_
of these effects with atmospheric drag and/or solar radiation pressure. To first _i,
, order in the small parameters, this formulation is identical to summing the first-
order averaged equations of motion (Equations (3-26))for each perturbation. •['
t However, athigher orders, mixed (coupled)terms appear in the averaged eq.a-
[,tions of mo¢ion. To illustrate this phenomenon, the case of two perturbing func- I
tions is considered. The corresponding set of differential equations is given by [.!
I_ do4
d"_" " _ _'i (_._L) "1- "1)(_'_{_,_.) (i = 1,2,...,5) (3-41a) [i
[i'dL
d_. n  (ffiFb(7_,l) 1)Gb(_.,JL)(3-41b) i't[] ,
_i ffi a., L_._?lJ k _i,i,k hl_4") (i=1,2,...,5) (3-42a) |'l
_,o k,o t]
"°"° [1 ICt_i,v,) i
3-30 [}
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, where the functions Oi, j,k ; _i,j,k ('_, 2.) and are 2rr periodic in the mean fast! :variable Z.
The transform of the original system (Equations (3-41)) is assumed to be of the
:I | ,or_
1 ¢_"---_;-- _,, _, ¢---.:_"l)k Bi,_,k  O(e"''1') (i = 1,2, 5) (3-43a) :.j _] ,1_ "'", . j=O k,O :
i ( J.'--i k'_ ,
I N M(i)
I D '_: i-o.-o J
; I
° iwhere the functions Bi, j, k = Bi, j, k (a) depend only on the slowly varying ele-
ments. Equations (3-43) are a generalization of Equations (3-4) given previously.
The constraint 1 < j + k is imposed on the lower limits of the double summation
1 _ in Equations (3-42) by the assumption that the difference between the osculating
| and mean elements is, at most, of first order in one the the small parameters,U i.e._
!]
), l Similarly, the same constraint is imposed on the lower limits of the double sum-
marion in Equations (3-43) by the assumption that the magnitude of the mean eie-
• " l meat rates is, at most, of first order in one of the small parameters. _
In Equations (3-42) and (3-43)t the upper limit on the summation over i, N, is
IIi. chosen such that all contributions through order O(c N) are retained. Terms with
increasing powers of v obviously require decreasing powers of _ in order to meet the i_
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i criterioa that only terms of order less than or cqual to O(E N) be retained, i.e., I! =
'_ o(eJ v to) < O(e N) . Specifically, for a given value of j , the maximum value of :_
k , M(j), is given by the integer part of the expression
, M(9-- (N-i) i,_v (3-4s) [! -
[
Differentiating Equations (3-42) and substituting Equations (3-43) for the mean
element rates into the result yields [] '_?.-
_ M(j) c)@i,i,k
a-'-_-= B_'i'k + "_ c_[ ;.
j=O k.O
• (i=1,2,...,5) (3-46a) ll , ,
jr'0 k':O
\i]:
a _(i) [j -
O"E : "fi "*" 6il")k B("i'K  ¸ 8&
* ]'-0 k,O
(3-461))
[j
[
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!
which is a generalization of Equations (3-6). Rearranging Equations (a-46) yields
the following generalization of Equations (3-7):
B
N _(i)
_-_ ei v B;,i,_ + _ ae;,i,k0[
_-0 k-O
(i = 1,2,...,5) (3-47a)
_, j k
r,zzI. r*-O S_,0
!
i
!
!
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1 t , • . ,. , . ,
• t
l iI '
,i !i , "! _-
I i '
, : It is advantageous to decompose the above double summation as follows: [
' [
, .):o v,,O _,t r,o _,0
_4
'I
(3-48) !(
! c_._(,-+,;><-(_+_g i' t\
I
i
"ll
for i: 1,21...,6.
, !
t
, II
:l '
• Ii
J
- [i
1
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[
I
Expanding the perturbing functions F i and Gi in Equation (3-41) as a Taylor
I series and then arranging as a power series in the small parameter yields
n _ F;(&,t) + v G;_,E)
H [a-i _{i,l)
j,O k,O
U M(i"o) (3-49)
U _.t u(i)
U ):_ k,t
1978020204-076
_k,o,_,"- 9,°'a <_.o,,, __'F;
O."-.k -- k. ,
+ [. '
..i ,. [q., _,:, [
' (3-50f)
_*, [11
t
' L!.',
i etc. The functions gi, j, k are identical to the above, with the exception that the ,
function Fi('_, £) and its partial derivatives are replaced by the function Gi(_ , £) [!
and its partial derivatives evaluated at a = _', .L = £. _._I
: Expanding the mean motion, n, as a power series in the small parameter yields i , ' ,_
!
1, \
n = "6 _- d _i, a _+L) _ "+
"pOk,O
i . P_q,o)
" - -_+._. +imi,o* _ 'J"mo,k (3-m) +1 '._.:L k't
.,.y'+Z +..+.,.,",,++.,,.,.+( "'.:) '
_=.t, k,L
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!
EquatioM (3-53) and (3-54) are essentially identicM in form to the correspond-
a iz_g _;quatio_ for a single perturbing function given by Equations (3-14). Conse-
quently, to obtain the complete higher order contributiona for the case of two
_ perturbing forces, Equations (3-55) representing the coupled terms must be
addeJ to the equations for each perturbation given by Equations (:3-14). Equa-
tioQs (3-53), (3-54), and (3-55) are then averaged (essentially as before), yielding
the averaged equations ot motion; the remainder of the solution then proceeds as
[_ before. The final results are as follows:
1978020204-080
ij I.
t b
i L"
[
I
L1
i [
-I
' t
.! where 1< j<N-1 and 1< k<M(j)
i
• 1
I t s _ _-_,o
" III (i = 1,2,...,5; I<_j_N)
,I
s s X-" ov6,i-f,o*&'i'O = _t6'i't'6 _' N_'O L _,v,O _ di (3-57b)
"' (_, L r- _.
(z<_j <_N) I i:
_ t
I
t s &0i,o,w.s !
: q'i,o,_= qx,o,_,-x- sf,o,, -d=d_ ai. ,:_-a7_._
(i 1,2,...,5; 1"- k<_M(j:0))
1
' %,o,_= _ ,,o,k.t"%,_" t_l'°'* _t ] a[ (:_-aVd_ _,. •
(l S k <-M(j:O))
?.
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II
• S
LI ii--1,2,...,5,i,_i_,N-1_ k._,ii,
Li i,
t
(1< j_N-1; 1 _k<--M(j))
_,
l whure the super_'cript S again dem,tes the short-period part of the fum'tion. The
assumptions used *.oobtain Equations ('3-56) and (3-57} require that '
S
i
as in the case for the single pcrturbiaK function.
t
|'2
3-41
i
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_e, ++B.... 4,
i I
t' 1 1
I
! 0:I t"
=xplicit _t'_r:_k"ed =quation_ o( motion t_ s_.eond order in b_th small par.qm- _. !
3+ i
eter. r_duc¢ to ! I J
' ++ " I +
I
ZI++++++< ++++, +,o _ +.,.0_ +,,, %0._:+-_+%,.0+s+/t++ + I..
' I
_' r t
_,O,X
,+
: _i _ 1,2,.-.,5) +"
b
I-
dt
6
G._' < -- .+
,. P+,,,o+_"I, 'T_'_ +'+.u,]_+ ,:,-+_,
< +_:' +o+ +3G++ X+ "n J, +,,e,l,_,
,+
+
'+
m +j_, aGi + _ ..
I t
% ,
mxd (ht' o:'dcl o[ ¢,nmlmtation follow.q its it_ the singh +I_`rfurhi;l_ _tlr>.t.[io<)+,,_+,i_.,, : _i
W ,
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I]
i Extension of the discussion to an arbitrary number of perturbing functions is a
straightforward bu_ tedious exercise. The differential equahons take the form
I
H
t.l (_(l_=___.a_.= "l_k _'k ("_'_') (i :-1,2,...,5)(3--9a)k,t.
[
v,
It dt
)l' ]_,.
where r k (k= 1.2,..,K) are K distinct smaIlparametcr_ (i.e., "_1--c,
'! !"6"2= v, etc.) and Hi, k is the kth perturbing function acting on the ith clement' [_ (i.e., Hi, 1 = Fi(a,£), tti, 2 =Gi(a,£), etc.). The near-identitytransforma-tion and the transform of the above differential equatiot_s become
, 1 i' i [
L i4 I
' ] '
(. a,i ,i_ i_. _ _.,_) (:_-60)
'_' , [:' (i- 1,2,...,6) i: \
l L. and !
'i (i _ i,2, .... 5)
¢ ,
[ • ,rcspecti,',.h'. 0RIG_'qAL I_AGb_ IS
OF _OOR QUAL/Ty
-]l 3-4"g
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: The perturbing functions are expanded in the form ]"
f"
etc. Further pursuit of this procedure adds little additional insight except for i-tt_.
an appreciation of the cumbersome expressions obtained for the final results. i
I
! A less involved approach is presented next, based on the fact that the practical _-
application of such theories is almost always limited to at most second order in r,
the small parameters (see Section 3.5). As previously shown in the case of two
perturbing functions, the second-order averaged equations of motion for a single Ii1
pe_ 'urbation are summed and the coupled term is then added. For K perturbing
functions, the same procedure holds to second order, i.e., K equations of the t "
same form as in the single perturbing function case are summed. The coupled _"
terms are then evaluated to complete the second-order contributions. The number i
z
" of coupled terms is simply the distinct number of pairs obtained from K objects I
taken two at _. time, i.e.,
K! K(_-_) '
•
a
!'1 '
't t
This procedure provides F.or all contributions from the K perturbing functions to !
the averaged equations of motion through second order in all K small param- _!
I eters, "IRK"
• i _ :
' 3
o-1
I
i
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' _ 3.4 MODIFICATION OF THE AVERAGING OPERATION FOR RESONANT
.I PHENOMENA
[j A commensurability of two mean motions appearing in the dynamical system, e.g.,
_/ I the satellite and third-body mean motions or the satellite mean motion and the
! _ central body rotation rate, can contribute significantly to the long-period motion
of the satellite. The generalized method of averaging presented in Sections 3.2
i and 3.3 is directly applicable to cases involving such resonance phenomena.
If1 _ The basic objective in applying the method of averaging to the orbital equationsof motion is the removal of short-period terms. The averaging procedure de-
'_ fined by Equation {3-15) removes the high-frequency components of the motionL: for the majority of problems but is not suitable for the treatment of all resonance
_ phenomena. In those cases for which resonance phenomena are significant, the
averaging operation given in Equation (3-15) may have to be modified. The neces-
sity of this modification depends on the criteria used for selecting short-period ::
,, terms and the characteristics of the perturbing functions. _ :
3.4.1 Frequency Characteristics Specific to Resonant Phenomena
The existence of a resonance condition, i.e., a comnmnsurability in the mean !}
_ motions of the fast variables of the perturbed and perturbing bodies, dictates that
i these fast variables cannot be considered mutually independent. An arbitrary
term in the Fourier series expansion for the perturbing function takes the general
" fvrm[
, lJ i
.!
where £ and £' are the fast variables of the pertut'Lad and perturbing bodies and
i
, [. 01 and 02 are linear combinations of slowly varying angles.
; [I
1978020204-086
;I' ....rl !_I! ....l r L _ , ! . +, _ , -,e . ;
• U
The fast variables £ and £' are assumed to have the mean motions n and n' ,
respectively. If the ratio of the mean motions is approximately equal to the
ratio of two integers, i.e.,
n N
_ _
n' _ N' (3-64)
then
N'n - Nn' _ 0 (3-65)
The fast variables thus obey the relationship [J
N'L - NJ.' " ,_. (3-66)
"j where the function _ = _(t) is a slowly varying angle which produces only long- I
_r,od+,oo.. ii t
I
One of the fast variables can be eliminated from the perturbing function using [-_ ;
Equation (3-66), resulting in a formulation dependent on only one fast variable [ ) \
and an additional slow variable _(t) . Eliminating the fast variable £' from i ! '
\
+ terms of the form given in Equation (3-63) yields arguments of the form -_
J
i
I
' t'_"lI_"_'_ + 1
LJ
._.. it ,
ei • e; - -_. (i-1,2)
li
3-.6 It[._
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I1
t l Elimination of the fast variable 2. in favor of ._' yields trigonometric argunmnts I
of the s,'mm Ic,m. More specifically, the quantities N and N' are interchanged, I
I! 9. is replaced by ._' ,.rod 0' is defined by the sum rather than the difference.In general, arguments of the form given in Equation (3-67) produce fractional as
l i well as integral nmltiples of the fast variable _ . This is specifically the case
when kN' is not a multiple of N . An arbitrary decision to consider only integral
_.. multiples of the fast variable _s short period is not practical in this case, partic-
ularly in view of the desire to maximize the integration step size. For example,
12, the case of a close-Earth satellite in a 12:1 resonance with the Earth's rotation
is considered. From Equations (3-64), N = 12 and N' : 1, and the argument in
_,? Equation (3-67) can be expressed as
I
I _ This argument will contribute terms containing the fractiona! arguments p
I
] L 1/12£, 1,,"6£, 1/4£, 1/3_, 5/12£, 1/2£, 7,12£, 2'3£, 3 4_,and 11/12 _
?
! for those values of k which are not multiples of 12. The averaging operation \
defined by Equation (3-15) will not remove terms with these argxm_ents, l)cfining _I . \
[j terms containing the arguments 2£ and £ as short period amt temps containing
1/2£, 11,12 £, etc., as long period would restrict the integration step size to
approximately one-eighth of the satellite revolution lx_rio(t. To maximize the inte-
gration step size (hopefully to the order of several orbital periods), while rctain-
j ing the basic long-period behavior of the dynamical system, all dependem'e on the
fast variable should be eliminated. This requirement is identical in philosophy to
U that imposed in the selection of the averaging operation for nonresonant phenonmna
I
(Equation (3-15)).
U
U
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I . + + , + , _, , _(J + ' l ' t ,'
1 ....... J' ............... 4tm1
t
I I
,+
3.4.2 _The Averaging Operation for Resonant Phenomena !
t
When resonant phenomena are included in the equations of motion, the selection
1
of an optimal averaging operation is dependent on the form of the perturbing i
_ function. The resonant contribution is embedded in this function and is isolated
i tby the application of the averaging operation to the function. For this discussion, [
the resonant perturbing functions are separated into two categories: embedded
resonant terms and quasi-isolated resonant terms. These categories are dis- [.
tinguished according to whether or not the perturbing functions contribute terms
/
with fractional multiples of the fast variable. L:
,., An embedded resonant term contributes fractional nmltiples of the fast variable. I
i Such formulations of the perturbing function are frequently encountered in numer- L
ieal averaging applications where the perturbing function is formulated in terms i
of the complete perturbing acceleration (Equation (2-15)). "
I
'i ' The second category of perturbing functions (i.e., quasi-isolated resonant terms) ii
contributes only integral multiples of the fast variable. The resonant contribution
has been partly isolated from the complete perturbing function such that only inte-
gral nmltiples of the fast variable appear. More specifically, the pcrturbmg func-
tion is restricted such that the integer k in Equation (3-67) takes on only values
which are multiples of N _ i.e.,
I
t k ,_ DN (p : 1,2,...)
.I t
L
It is important to note that no restriction has been placed on the integer j in
Equation (3-67). Since only particular values of j produce the resonam contri- _'
i but!on, the quasi-isolated resonant term contributes both short-period dntegral I
multiples of the fast variable only) and resonant contributions to the motion. If _.'
the values of j are restricted appropriately, the resonant term is completely II
; isolated from the perturbation function.
!
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)
! |
I As an example of a quasi-isolated resonant term, the 12:1 resonance example
I cited previously is again considered. If k is restricted to multiples of N, i.e.,
'J _ multiples of 12, then all fractional multiples of the fast variable are eliminated.
These terms correspond to the tesseral harmonic terms in the geopotential of
.., )i
_' '! H order 12. In this case, any geopotential term of order 12 would be a quasi-
; isolated resonant term. The specific resonant term, which will be isolated by
U_ the application of the averaging operation, corresponds in this case to the value
I of j where j = 1.!
! I 3.4.2.1 The averaging Operation for Embedded Resonant Terms
' _ In the case of embedded resonant terms, fractional multiples of the fast variable
i appear in the perturbing function. In view of the form of the argument given io
t
' 0 Equation (3-67), all dependence on the fast variable £ cau be removed by defin-
,, I ing the averaging operation to be the definite integral over the _nglc a = £/N on
_ _ the interval 0 <_¢7< 27r . Expressing a function of two fast variables denoted by]
.[ tt in terms of the fast variable a and the slow variable p yields
_(&,z,_') = _'¢&,z,F) "- _4"(&,o-,_.)
The average of the function It*(,_', a, p ) is defined as
0
1978020204-090
'l I'' t ''' ' r
' l i I . ,, m_ J,
' I
_ t
i :
1
The averaging definition can be expressed explicitly in terms of the fast variable !
I Z. If 0<a_<2rr, then 0_A._ <_2_'N and
I ,
_ &_N
!
'I o
' (3-69) it
t -• i.
' I
t '1 Therefore, in the case of an embedded z _onant term, the definition of the aver-
aging operation should be specified as l
: &_rN !
This definition has been used by Schubart (Reference 43_ for performing a numer-i
ical investigation of _e Itilda group of minor planets which exhibit a 3:2 commen-
surability with Jupiter. Also, Ik,nson ,'rod Williams (Referem, e 44) used the same [
i
i definition in their ntmmrical inve_t_galion of reson&nces in the Nepttmc-Pluto I
•{ system.
1 It should be noted that the above averaging operation removes only those terms it
I with periods of 2rrN or less. It does not remove ,any contributions to the motion
I caused by the resonance, since the fundamental period in the motion ¢.auscd by [ II
. the resonance is contributed by the angular variable p :rod is givc,_ l)y
3-50
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iI Clearly, if Equation (3-65 holds,
i >> &"n"N
N'n - Nn _
3.4.2.2 The Averaging Operation for Quasi-lsolated Resonant Terms
Since only integral nmltiples of the fast variable, ._, appear in the case of quasi-
applicable. It is repeated here for convenience:
! ,. _ I4"(_..,]_,L') : _'J0 bl'_(_.,J_ _ ') rig. (3-71).!
_ where H* denotes a quasi-isolated reson.'mt term.
The distinction in the averaging operations given in Equations (:1-70) and (3-7l)
has .an important implication for numerical averaging theories where the aver-
] aging is performed using a numerical quadrature. The perturbation model must
be evaluated at each atascissa in the quadrature interval (usually between 12 and
_] ._6 points pet" interval). Numerically averaging an embedded resonant mrm
requires N times as many force evaluations as the numerical averaging of a
U quasi-isolated resonant term for a total of Ixctween 12N and 96N force evalua-
tions. Therefore, in the application of the numerical averaging methods, the
UI perturbation models should be restricted to the quasi-isolated resonant terms
,{ whenever possible.
. ll The spherical harmonic expansion representing the nouspherical gravitational
potential is well suited for obtaining by inspection the quasi-isolate(I resonant
U terms. The commensurability is directly related to the order of lhosc terms
which contribute to the resonance. Such is not the case for the closed-form,
0 third-body perturbing acceleration or even for the standard expansion in
* i
'I
, |
lm
I | |,I |I
dl, *_
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Ji
! ,
i I
, Legendre polynomials for the third-body disturbing function. The resonance !
t , contributions remain embedded in these particular forms, ttowever, the third-I body disturbing function c,'m be, expanded in spherical harmonics using the asso- ii
"I ciated Legend_'e polynomials (Reference 18). The quasi-isolated resonant terms =
'fl
i are then immediately obvious as in the case of the nonspherical gravitational t
i
, potential.
I
i
"l
w
1 l' i
I
)
1
,\
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[_ 3.5 THE APPLICATION OF HIGHER ORDER AVERAGING THEORIES i I
_J
The implementationof a jth-ordertheoryrequirestheexplicitdeterminationof I
i the near-identity transformation through order J-1. Consequently, higher order ]averaging theories are significantly more complex than the first-order theory.
I [i Examination of the second-order averaged equations of motion indicates that a '
first-order theory should suffice for all cases where the amplitude of the first-
i f-
L. order short-period variations in the osculating elements are small, either abso-
lutely or relative to the amplitude of the long-period variations in the mean
_i. elements.
In cases where a second-order theory is needed, it should be applied selectively :
to those terms producing the largest short-period perturbations, e.g., the
oblateness (J2) term in the zonal harmonic expansion or the first few terms in
the expansion of the third-body disturbing function. Such restrictions are usually
[_ justifiedon physicalgrounds and by thepracticalconsiderationsof implementing
a higherorder theory. For thosecases where such restrictionscannotbe ,
i [_ justified on physical grounds, an alternate formulation of a problem, e.g., a ,
restricted three-body problem, s_:ould be considered. '
t :
Two questions are of particular Interest cencerning the possible significance of
second-orderterms intheavcraged equationsof motion:
[_ • How do thesolutionsofthefirst-orderequationsand second-order
equationsdifferwithtime?
U What sufficient conditions such that be
are second-order terms can
neglected over the time interval 0 <: t _<T ?
A precise answer to the first question is impossible without generating the actual I :
I
solutions; however, a qualitative estimate of this behavior is possible. The . :
I answer to the second question i_ provided by inspection of the second-order aver-
i aged equations of motion.
I 3-53
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" 3.5.1.1 A Qualitative Comparison of the First- and Second-Order Theories 1 [,
l
The quantity [ ,_'(t), _'(t)] is defined to be the solution of the following system
, of second-orde r ave rafted equations: Li
o,
- L
ttt:
[
',! ati
i
' L
:! Similarly, [a*lt), _*(t)] designates the solution of the system of first-order
*! averaged equations [i
,j
'_ __a_",". _ A;,t (_'1 (; - 1,2,...,a) (:_-7:1:l_ l-dt '
L t
i
d'-_'-" n(_*xl *- eA6,_.(_-') (3-73b) I
I
L.
The differellCe of ;.he solutions is desiNlated :1.4 [_,,,
" r;tt/ &':(_./- -*= _,., (k) _i 1,2, .... 5_ ,:I-74a_ j
L
f
I.
i'(
1This ttiscusston follows closely that given 1)3' \V. T. Kvner in a svrms of h,ctut'ua
o,'1 tile topic of IIOIIIiIIC31" l'e.-,Oll:lllt'e (St.'t'l{efel'ent'e SI.
:{-5-t
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I i! l
i t
, i 1•1
"L
:_ on ; ixltcrval 0 <_t <_T, where Li and L' arc positive coastants aild whci';. _ the _;"1
ida
i vector "r_consists of (.he components r i (where i : 1, '_-,...,51. It is sufficient
, that the partial derivatives of the functions :_i 1 and n exist aad a_'c l)oun(lcd oa !"
the interval () <_t _<_T for Equations ('_-77) to be satisfied° It is :lls_, a_-_umcd
I,-
that the absolute value of the secoml-order function "\i,2 is h(_'. .'_.,m: .fi,_,vv
k•
c.-I the interval 0 <_t <_2', i.e.,
t
't °i
IAi,aJ _ 14i for 0<t<T "
if
I
i _libstituting Equatio,_s (3-77) into Equati(ms t3-761 yichts th,: ii_cqualiki,:s
I ri(t-) I <- (i'_Jo J_(t.') j {:it' i- 17.1Mit: (] 1,2, .... •, .i-7'_al '"
i
,r ' tI_#al s _L -_(t')l_t'. I-_(t'llat' +_M_t ,:',-7._,, "0 "0
To siml)llfy the (tis(.ussion, tt_c' l)();,iliitt, ('(inst:lil[ l l:' , h_)_t, i1 sti¢.h tHAI. i
II
' I
_ i L£ ZL;
I f i-_.
' 1
i L _ t.' _.
' :ln(i i
Z *L •
'i I:l. 4
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i
I
i Then, summing Equa.lons (3-78a) over i yields the inequality
t:
I l_tt)l"-_.Ir:(t)l--_u IV(t')Idt'_-_Lt (s-79a)
I
_t also follows that
I Using the generalized Gronwall inequality, 1 it is easily shown that
II °
L'= eaL e_p[eU (_.-_:5_d_" (a-so)n
i
1The Generalized Gronwall Inequality (Reference 45)
_. If the following four conditions are met:(1) _ _t), ¢(t), and u(t) are defined on the interval tO < t < T
(2)),(t) is greater than or equal to zero and is summable
a (3) ¢(t) and u(t) are absolutely continuous4 the following inequ lity is satisfied
t
I_(t__ L _ ('_) t£(Z) dT _- (_(_:) (t0<_t .<_t1)
_o
to d_
1978020204-098
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, Substituting the minimum of the upper bounds for I-_(t) I , i.e., _1
:2
i t into the inequality for I r6(t) l yields _,
Lt
: ! .:
I
It is noted that this last result is not in agreement with that obtained by Kyner, i.e., [i I; I
T :
Ir_l_)I__ eli &eX_(_Lt)+a-t (3-s3) _i
li .
In summary, the difference of the first- and second-order solutions is bounded by " j
the functions [_
I
il!
i I
_ L ":
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e
I
I
i If the time t is restricted such that ELt<<I (i.e., O_ t g T<< (EL)-1), then :
generally the order of magnitude estimate of the divergence between the first- '_
i and second-order theories is given by
._
_] I_'- _'1 *_ O(_-a]:) (for 0 < t_ T<<(_L) -1) (3-85a)
and
Ii'- PI _" 0(_ t) (for 0 <t<L -1) (3-85b) ii
[_ l_''"_'*I_* O(_'_t) (forL-l< t _T<<(EL) -1) (3-85c) '
The above error estimates can be mapped back into the osculating elements using _
the near-identity transformation. Only first-order terms are assumed, since . i,/
only first-order terms are required for the second-order averaged equations of
I motion. Evaluating the near-identity transformation ' "
J.-i_'_6(_,i)•o(ea) :::
U with the elements obtained from the first- and second-order solutions and taking '
the absolute value of the difference yields the inequalities
I]
li I£-**1 "- II'- PI +_lrl_(:_,i') - r/,(1,*i*)l (3-86b) ;
I 3-59 :
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I'_' 1_1__ l _ __:IL__ ''_ _ '' i_ :! :j'
I
! where 1_ is a vector with the components 1_i ' 1 (i = l, 2,..., 5). [.
Since the constant L can be chosen to satisfy the Lipsehitz conditions
[!
Ig_',i')- _(E',i')I ; Li_t_! LIr6CUi(3-87a) [!
't Equations (3-86) can be simplified to give
I_,"'_'1 _ (_.*_L)I'#(_:}1+_LIr,u:}l (3-88a) _]
Substitutingtheupper_undsfo_I r(t)l andIr6(t)I intoEquations(3-88)yields
the inequalities _ \
\
I E'- _a, I _' _,,1L_ ( 1..1._,_.L -i- 6. L_'_') e,.ll,_(.6L'_.) (3-89a)
i]
I/-°- £*1 _-- #-a'Lt('l.+&#-L + _'L_. +L_.) e_ (¢.L_.) (3-89b)
which yields the following qualitative estimates for the osculating elements: H I
II
IE'" _,'t I _ O(_-&t) (for 0<t<T<<(_L) -1) (3-90a)
]
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when the restriction ELt <<1 is imposed. Thus, the qualitative behavior of the
osculating elements is, in general, the same as that of the mean elements (Equa-
[_ tioas (3-85)1.
In summary, for arbitrarily small E , the difference in the first- and second-
order theories is arbitrarily small. For a given •, the difference in the theories
will be sufficiently small for some interval of time 0 _ t _ T, where T ~ O(•-1).
3.5.1.2 Sufficient Conditions for Neglecting Second-Order Terms
The second-order averaged equations of motion are given by
where
1978020204-102
d _ f < _ L
' t t : ' ,. [+ +. ......... +'- _ , -+ ,+ ...... ,
A6,+,= ,_.,. _,, ,+.-+-_ r_,,,. (3-92c_ _ _ •
k,.i.
,
'+I Inspection of th,, second-order averaged equations of motion indicates that, for i
i
thelimitingcase inwhich thefirst-ordershort-periodvariationsof theosculat- _ ,
tag elements are identically equal to zero, the second-order contributions to the ""
mean element rates vanish identically. Similarly, if the amplit.- ':_s of the first- _ _
order short-period variations are small in magnitude, the second-order contri- :
bution to the mean element rates will be small, provided that the short-periodic _ ' ,+
part of the function 8Fi/_k is not large. Finally, inspection of the second-
order equations indicates that the effect of nonzero second-order term,_ will be Ill
most significant when the first-order contribution to the mean element rates is
very small or zero. Consequently, the inadequacy of a first-order theory will ii
be most apparent when the element history approaches a local maxinmm or
mtaimumvalue. II ,_ :+
Before further discussion, the following relation will be demonstrated:
!i '
where (") indicates d( )/dt. (Since extension of the followingdiscussion to
' thecase i=6 isstraighfforward, itisnotpresented.) [I
Substituting the relation
F, (_.,t_ -- F_(_.,i)+ 0(_) (i=_,2,...,_) (3-94) [7 ':
+ [I
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I intothehigh-precisionequation(from Equation(3-2))
d'-_ = (_i(_,[) (i=1,2,...,5) (3-95)
U yieldstheresult
da4
m 9* o,a_ - _F_(_,i)_-O(G_) (i=i,_. 5)(3-96)
U
Differentiatingwithrespectto time thenear-identitytransformationfrom Equa-
tion(3-3)
[_ da_ da.i dR;'i' (_.,_.) .t-OCe. _) (3-97)
[_ d"T" d-"_- d--V /
I
!
and substituting into the result the expansion of the mean element rate from Equa-
tion (3-4), i.e., \l
U
yields the relation
t
(_8"i [ d (_,[)]  O(_.&)(3-99)'
I
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' li;[
._' Comparison of Equations (3-96)and (3-99) yields file result [i
Fit_,i I = A.I,LC_L') + (i = 1,2,...,5) (:3-100)
_i at
' I
I
t and Equation (3-93) follows immediately. As a result, the second-order contri-
' Iibution to tile mean element rates reduces to
' 4
i (i : 1,2,...,5) (3-1011: I,
. _'r/'k,_- b_.k /.t
k-I.
' 1I
[
since, by Equations _3-221 anti (3-23),
i') /
The requirement that the magnihtde of the short-wried part of the function
_l"i' _'_k is not large then reduces to the requirement that the magnitude of file __1
1
_1 function _ '
_i, 1 _ik is not large. It seems reasonable to exlx'et that, if file
function _ has a small absolute ,'ariation and there are few local extrema i]I i, 1 _.,
1
_' ! over the interval corresponding to one satellite period, then tile first time (let'- 1
t ivative of tile function shouht not be large. This assumptiotl should also extend I
to the partial derivatives. _ ,
t
t
' 1l ! -,
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I
i A somewhat more formal criterion for neglecting second-order terms requires
simply that the integrated effect of the second-order term over the interval !
I 0 < t < T be less than some specified tolerance 5, i.e., _
t
(i 1,2,.. • _16) (3-103)
-o
t
or, more specifically (in view of Equation (3-101)),
U a,, ..
_,_ _,_ _-_ d_: < S (3-1o4_0
l]
U Clearly, the integral of the second-order contribution can be bounded as follows:
4: 4: ,,
&a A;,_,(.a,_ dt <- _a t
D
D and it follows from Equation (3-101) that \
(i: 1,2,...,5) (3-106)
k,I.
U
0
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, ., r , '41 ' ' ', i ', , t '_, T L | ' " , : , o : J
t
t
,, |1
0
., where Pk and _'i,k designate the maxinltlm variations of tile functions "_k, 1 and
_i, k/_ak ' respectively, i.e.,
,, Li '
i'
l tJi ' _ "_i,k (i -: 1,2,...,51 13-107b),, 5ll.kli
"t For the case of the fast variable (i.e., where i - 6), U
6
I_,l. ,]
'_ [!,
and, therefore, i! I
I
•., k:l •
4
T _ _K U
,t,o,,o,,._t _ t I],
,,I:
U 'a_ A dt _ e Midt. * emit (i: 1,2,...,6)(3-110i
l,
L
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i ,! I _ I1 r
' _ _-_-• , _ _. i , , _ ..I. _ _ .-'_,'f.....I_
i 1
I 1
Thus, the second-order term be neglected when e 2 t < 6 (i -: 1,2,.. 6),
may Mi "' t
that is, over the interval 0 < t < T, where T = 6/(E2Mi ) Therefore, the time
_] interval over which a first-order theory is valid depends inversely on _;e magni-- )
tude of the first-order short-period variations in the osculating elem,'. ":. ':
A relative criterion for neglecting the second--order terms provides ..,.,' ,_ ,.ttle
more insight in practical applications. Essentially, it is required that the inte- _
grated second-order contribution be negligible when compared with the integrated
first-order contribution over the interval 0 < t <__T. Specifically, the condition ._
i
is to be satisfied. 1 As before, the integral of the second-order term is easily ..
_ bounded by ; • -_ n
1
hi,_, {_ <- E& M i t (3-112) '
ORIGINAL PAGK IS _ -
[J Also, if _he following definition is made QUAI,ITYPO_)lt
_a*i = ma.lt @. A'L,tdE (i = 1,2,...,6)(3-113)
H !
coupling between the second-order ,'rod first-order contributions is assumed _1The
to be negligible. This argument is valid only for the bounded periodic elements
or very slowly gTowing secular elements, since the rapid first-order secular ,growth of the fast variable would satisfy the inequality even for large second-
order contributions. This criteri.,_: is really useful as a negative criterion spec-
O ifying when second-order terms ar_ tefinitcly notes ary rather than when they i :
can be neglected.
I :]-67 _"
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then the inequality in Equation (3-111)will be satisfied when [I
_&$'_i_ << A_Li (i =1,2,...,5) (3-114) i_
!
or _!
£ A_.-"_Jc << ]. (3-115) .4
, If ¥i,k (Equation (3-107b)) is replaced by the order of magnitude esti_,mte ii i
' A_;,t Pl '
'lr;,k'_' A_..k _ A_.'--_ (3-116) I'+.i
"I
where A denotes the maximum variation of the element _k over the interval
't 0 ;t
0 _<.t' < t and Pi is defined to be an upper bound of the time derivative of the I
I
short-period variation Tli ' 1 ' i.e., ; ,
I '
,i
Then it follows that t,
b
.+i IV P'
,'' iOk 1_'. _ (3-117)
and the second-order terms can be neglected w _.
t
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:1
;
i,
, !
I Thus, the second-order terms can be neglected over the interval 0 e t _<_T, where
T _ _" " (3-1201
_] a._ Pk #'i ".{I(;INAL PAGE IS,I _ _- _._ .' P_X)RQUALITE
•I K,t.
' II:4
i The smaller the ratio of the short-period variation to the first-order long-period
it variation,thegreatertheintervalover which a first-ordertheoryis valid.How
'j small these ratios must be depends on the time interval over which the first-
|| order theory is to be valid. The answer to this question can be provided only byt
' _ a thorough investigation for each dynamical system. However, an upper bound
of at most a few percent would be a likely guess for retaining a period of validity
[[ On the other hand, a first-order theory is clearly inadequate when the amplitudel
"I t:}
of the short-period variations is 20 to 30 percent of the long-period variations.
The author has investigated the case of a near-circular satellite (IMP-J) in
2:1 resonance with the Moon. The amplitude of _.he s:,ort-period variations was
i [i approximately 30 percent of the magnitude of the long-period variation caused
by the resonance. The first-order averaging theory produced poor results in
the ,oighborhood of a local extremum of the semimajor axis history, an indi-i cation of slgnffic.-mt second-order contributions to the motion.
3.5.2 Applicationof a RestrictedSecond-Order Theory of Averagin_
I
,!
_ The application of a second-order averaging theory to all perturbations would
compromise the advantage of the low computational cost, which is characteristic
U of the first-order theory. However, the application of a second-order averagingtheory, restricted to selected perturbations, may yield more accurate results
; _j where the application of a first-order theory is marginal, or it may exteml the
,, ill time interval over which the first-order theory is valid with a mltHmal increase
'! incost•
, |l
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3.5.2.1 Nonspherical Gravitational Perturbation
The spherical harmonic expansion representing the potential of the nonspherical
gravitational field of file central body (Earth, Moon) contains the small param-
eters
where ae designates the equatorial radius of the central body, the quantity a
designates the semimajor axis of the satellite orbit, and the coefficients Cn, m [!
and Sn, m are observed quantities. !]The zonal harmonic coefficients J are defined by
n
Yn = - Cn,O
These small parameters are obviously bounded above by the numerical coeffi- l !,
L
cients Cn, m and Sntm " Since J2 _ O(10-3) and since all other coefficients _ , '
:! /
are of the order of J_ for n >_2 , the oblateness term, J2, in the geopotential ,
!
might seem to be a logical candidate for the application of a second-order aver- i i
' Iaging procedure. In fact, a consistency argument is often mqde that second- -
order oblateness contributions should be included if any other terms in the _]
spherical harmonic expansion for the geopotential model are also included. _1
According to the previous discussion, this is not necessarily the case since the it
t _
; second-order contributions depend on the first-order shaft-period variations of
,i
i the osculating elements and their time derivatives and not on the first-order con- _I
! 7J
! tribution to the long-period motion. However, it is reasonable to expect that if _"
f
: second-order terms are necessary, the J2 contribution would strongly dominate _1
t2
over the other harmonics. Consequently, any second-order theory for the non-
spherical gravitational field could be limited, in most cases, to the J2 oblateness I[ '
U
contribution.
i{
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l _ 3.5.2.2 Third-Body Perturbation
II I
_ The case for the third-body perturbation is not generally as simple. The rele-
l rant small parameters are the nth power of the parallax factor, i.e.,
_'t! _rl = (n = 2, %... )
U where a ,'rod a' are the semimajor axes of the satellite orbit ,and third-body
(_1 U orbit, respectively. (It is tacitly assumed that the disturbing third body isi an exterior perturbation, i.e., a < a' . if, however, a > a' , the exp,'msion
1 |l proceeds in powers of the inverse of the ,above parameter. )
t_
The upper bound of this set of small parameters is unity in contrast to the upper
I [1 bound for the small paranmters in the nonspherical gravitational model which is{ of the order O(10-3). Clearly, for high-altitude satAlites, the small parameters
_j are not really very small except for the large value_ of n. Physically, as the
parallax factor grows towrad unity, the third body produces stronger disturb,'mces
i (both short- and long-period) in the satellite motion. These larger (listurbanccs
require a more complex model which is manifested by a greater number of terms
in the disturbing function expansion.
The recursive fornmlation of the disturbing functkm presented in Volume 11of
this report c_m, in principle, be used to produce exp,'msions to any arbitrary,
order, llowcver, high-order expansions can 1)reduce increased computation.d
cost, unavoi(lable numerical round-off and truncation errors, and, possibly,
.b •
errors due to unstable recursion formulas. Also, the first-order averaged
' equations of motion can be fornmlated in terms of the perturbing acceleration
using the Gaussian fornmlation (Equation (2-15)) to avoid entirely the problem
U of slow convergence of the dishwbing function exp,,msion.
i'i The slow convergence of the disturl)ing function is of far greater sigadfic.mce
II -
to tL-e application of the method of averaging itself. The strong short-period
disturbances can no longer be neglected in fornmlating the averaged equations
3-71
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of motion: a higher-order theory becomes necessary. The strongcr the short- _',
period disturbances, the greater the number of terms in the disturbing function
_1 expansiOnofthe methodwhiChofmUStaveraging,b developed to second or higher order in the application [! :
" An additional complexity is presented because the small parameters are not _ '
I entirely independent, specifically,
( ,m :l _n : 6_m
i = C=,nEr a•! n--n,,,n :
I
i
! U ';], Under these constraints, ,an order of magnitude argument would indicate that if "
i the term containing the small parameter e 6 produces sigaaificant short-period U
contributions to the motion, then the terms containing the powers ¢,_,_ 3, e_,
and the products ¢2 " ¢'i and ¢2" ¢4 might contrib te significant short-period
l variations ,and, therefore, could be required in the averaged equations of motion. ., ;
I
1 On the other hand, the mmmrical coefficients in the higher order terms of the [l ' t
L, !
averaged equations of motion may render their contributions less significant
than the order of magnitude argument would indicate. If this were generally [ i
true, the slow com, ergence of the disturbing function wouht have a less severe "" \
impact on the order required in the application of the method of averaging, and _'
development of the first few terms of the disturbing function expansion to second ,-:
order might considerably extend the rang_ of the parallax factor wht re the aver-
aged equations of motion are valid. At the very least, it wouhi exteud tile appli-
cation of the method of averaging to those cases where a first-order :lpplication _
was only mn,'_inal and/or extend the interval of validity to tens of years I in those
cases where a first-order theory ah'eady provides adequate results over a few [I• I
years.
1Such very long predictions may be necessary to meet future mission analysis re-
quirements, e.g., permanent space station missions, solar power satellites, etc. F,
Itigh-precision techniques are not well suited for such investigations. (-! i
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aged equations is known (see Section 3.5.1), very little is known quantitatively of
_ N the time intervals over which a first-order application of the method of averaging
is valid. The basic difficulty in ascertaining an accurate estimate of this time
!
_I _ interval is obtaining a suitable reference solution with which to gauge the aver-U
} aging theory. The standard approach has been to compare the results obtained
i ]1 from the averaging theory with a high-precision reference solution directly or
i with mean elements obtained in some manner from the high-precision reference.
i [1 Beyond the time intervals over which high-precision techn_quc_., c valid, the
i U only reference is that obtained by direct observation. 1
.$
.o*
It is assumed that these mean elements continue to provide an accurate picture
of the long-period and secular motion of the dynamical system for several years
or more. Of course, the exact length of this time interval depends on the mag-
¢_ nitude of the short-period variations in the osculating elements as shown in Sec-
[_ tion 3.5.1.2 of this document. Eventually, the prediction from the first-order
1 theory will gradually diverge from the real solution. Without some comparison,
U this divergence will probably become apparent only after it has reached extreme
proportions. A comparison with a complete first-order averaging theory aug-
mented to include the dominant second-order contributions from the oblateness
and third-body perturbations would provide some insight into the period of validity
of the first-order theory in addition to extending it. This approach, in essence,
computes the value of the integral in Equation 3-103}.
In summary, a first-order application of _he method of averaging is adequate for
several years in those cases where the short-period variations in the osculating
B
elements are either absolutely small or small relative to the long-period varia-
i tions of the first-order mean elements. The implementation of a complete second
I 1This situation is not peculiar to the averaged orbit generator but also affects
the high-r)recision generator, since the only reference is provided by observa-
tions.
|
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,_ _, nr higher order averaging theory would reduce the computational advantages 1) :
characteristic of the first-order implementation. However, a second-order [J
implementation, restricted to only the dominant perturbations, would extend
the application of the method of averaging to a wider class of problems while
minimizing the additional computational cost, ,'rodit would also provide some
_I estimate of the time interval over which first-order averaging is adequate.
' iii
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I SECTION 4 - FIRST-ORDER SItORT-PERIOD CONTRIBUTIONSTO TIlE OSCULATING ELEMENTS
i For many plications, the solution to Equations (3-2) (the true instantaneous :
or osculating elements) is desired. Several techniques have been developed for
II the solution of these equations (e.g., Cowell, Encke, etc.--see Reference 291;
however, these high-precision techniques share the characteristic of high com-
[_ putationai cost. To reduce this cost, the averaged equations of motion wore :
developed, which provide mean elements for the dynamical system.
In addition to the mean trajectory, the method of averaging prt, vldes (in principle)
a way to compute a jth-order approximation to the osculating elements from the
mean elements. First-order, and possibly second-order, approximations to the
osculating elements are sufficiently accurate for most applications. The com-
putational complexity of these approximations increases tremendously with the
order of the small parameter. t
The effectiveness of representing osculating elements by applying a first-order _"
short-period variation to nman elements has been demonstrated by Lutskv and
Uphoff (Reference 5). It might appear that such a procedure would vitiate the /
computational attv.mta_,nes associated with the method of averaging, and it has \
\already been denmnstrated that mean elements are sufficiently accurate for many
d
11 applications (References 4 and 9). tiowever, for some applications, e.g., defin-
Rive orbit determination procedures, the additional accuracy provided by the
first-order short-period variations might be necessary.
= Based on the following discussion, it appears that the cost of evaluating the first-
order short-period variations using an analytical fornmlation 1 wouht be no more
costly than a single averaged derivative evaluation. This estinmte is based on theassumption that the evaluation of first-order short-period variations is performed _ '_
i independently of the derivative evaluation. '
1The cost of evaluating the first-order short-|_rio(I variations by a numerical
I technique can be estimated by reviewing the method presented in Reference 5.
h[
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As will be shown in Volume II, the mathematical formalism for the mean element _!
rates is also common to the first-order short-period variatiolm. Consequently,4
it is estimated that, ff proper advantage is taken cf thi._ cnmmonali_.y, the cost of I1
, evaluating the analytical formulation of the first-order short-period variations
,|
't could be reduced to possibly 20 percent (or even less) of the cost of a derivative [t
l 13
_'I evaluation, For those environments where the utmost computational efficiency
I is required, these variations should be applied only at judiciously selected points [[
]
i L_
: _ along and/or at the end of the trajectory for applications with high-accuracy
I requirements.
An equally important application for such approximations to the osculating elements
is the conversion of osculating elements to mean elements. An osculating-to-meanI
element conversion can be developed by inverting the equations which specify the
mean-to-osculating element transformation. [
The mean elements describing the long-period variations in the trajectory are I}
only as accurate as the initial mean elements and, hence, only as accurate as
theosculating-to-meanconversion, Existingconversionproceduresare strictly _} '
mlmerical (except for the Brouwer theory, which is limited to the low-order zonal _.t
I
perturbations) and are based on quadratures or costly differential correction i _ '
procedures which require a high-precision orbit generator. Therefore, either t \
\the initial conditions must be predetermined or the software system must have _
tA
access to a high-precision orbit generator as well as to the averaged orbit gen-
erator. 1 Inaddition,implementationof theshort-periodcorrectionsappearsto _'{'
LI
requireno additionaltheorybeyond thatnecessaryfortheaveragedequationsof
motion, H
_t This section presents a discussion of the first-order short-period variations of
| the osculating elements and their application to both osculating-to-mean and mean-
p-Q
to-osculating element conversions. This discussion is developed in the context of I
[! ,
llf nonconservatlve perturbing forces, e.g., drag, etc., are present, there is
no recourse (at present) to the numerical osculating-to-mean conversions, ! 1
4-2 i !
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!
the Lagr_mgv Planetary Equations (Fquath)ns (2=31)). A discu:;ston of tho first-
ordor short-period variations in tho context of tho Gaussian Variation o_ |)lll',_lni -
ctors (VOP) oquatioxls _trlt| tho numorit'al avoragiag al_pro:wh can bo found ill
RefOl_nce 5.
H
U
I
I
I
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4.1 MEAN-TO-OSCULATING ELEMENT CONVERSION : ' :"
'1
i The near-identity transformation (Equation (3-3)) establishes the relation between
_1t mean elements and osculating elements. A general expression for the jth-order _ -..A -"term in this transformation is given in Equation (3-29). Evaluation of this expres-
4 sion for higher orders is quite complicated if not prohibitive. However, evaluation i_
i of the first-order term is manageable. (This term also appears in the formulation
! =1 :,
' of the second-order averaged equations of motion (Equations (3-39).) ! :
m_
[
.1_I Expressing the near-identity transformation to first order in the small parameter - i .
j yields --$
t
:1 a., -- "J *ffi _i • el_; t(_,_-) (i=1,2,...,5) (4-1a)
.t = ._ {;_6,£(I,_.)(4-1b)I ,
_t
where *
J
t
e 1_ b,l. (_., i ) ffi "_'i (_,i) 5a "_ 7Zt',1 (_*'_") _g (4-2b) ...I :
L
and
= - (4-3) .-_!
4-4
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I If the functions ?_i, 1 (where i = 1 through 6) can be evaluated, then Equations (4-1)
provide a first-order mean-to-osculating element conversion.
H Using the Lagrange Planetary Equations (Equation (2-31)), it follows from Equa-
tion (4-3) that
1
I
[I Because the nonzero Potsson Brackets are independent of the fast variable (see ,_i
Appendix A), ._
(
i
1 i"
Consequently, Equation (4-4) can be expressed as t1
1 (4-6)
" _ Since
I
4-5
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: I Since the disturbing function R is assumed to be appropriately continuous and
, differentiable,
t
! i
f °RsC_'l)di _ '" _ "I' ' - --" .J R (_.,I)tt_. (4-11)
k I 11I
;_ [l ff the short-periodic function S(a, £1 is defined as i
;" _ f
i . ]j S(&,l) - _s(&,i) ai (4-12)
,li
then Equations (4-10) take the formi H
,. _;,_. -_ _ m_ (o.i,& i) _ (i=1,2,...,5) (4-13a)
!
I _ Equations (4-13) arc almost identical in form to the general form of the l,agrange
Planetary Equations (Equations 12-281), with the exception of the reciprocal aver-t
' t [ age mean motion factor and the second term in the equation for the short-period
, !
i
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i
!
variation of the fast variable, (7_6 ' 1 " Expressin, Equations (4-13) explicitly Ei+
in equinoctial elements (a, h, k, p, q, k ) results in the following:
b
+
, G_._= Ahs ,, _ _ - _.,.B
! (4-14b) [I
-( )i k 85 _ _S
_4
I
it (4-14c) , ,
" 71
X,
P k...
1
tb.
(4-14d)
4i_AB 8({ l
L+.
w . .
i
The indefinite integral of Equation (4-1-ta) yields the last term in Equat.on (.t-14fL
These equations can also be expressed in te,'ms of the direction co.,tines ta, _, 7)
through Equations (2-'t5) ,and (2-36).
- _ Explicit computation of S for the nonapherical gTavitational perturbing fulLction
and for the third-body perturbing function is d_soussed in Volume II of this report.
I
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4.2 OSCULATING-TO-MEAN ELEMENT CONVERSION |l
_J
An osculating-to-mean element conversion is immediately obtained by inverting
Equaticrs (4-1). These equations are identical in form to Kepler's equation and _j
can be numerically inverted, i.e., solved for the mean elements, by the same t_
techniques. These techniques require an iterative scheme, since these Kepler- _ ,
type equations are transcendental.
Expressions for the mean elements are obtained by writing Equations (4-1) in the
form
t
_.; = o..;- e'q.,,_.t&,].) (4-15a) _i_
and
t
An a prioriestimate of the mean elements willpermit evaluationof the right-hand
sides of Equations (4-15). This, in turn, permits a computed approximation to _
' the mean elements. These approximate mean elements are used .*oreevaluate \
the right-hand sides of the equations and to compute a new approximation to the _ '
mean elements. The kth approximation to the mean elements is expressed simply
_'_,k = Q"'l" _7'_i,.t¢_Lk4.,'Q'k-L'} (i = 1,2,...,5) (, "Ca) [_
I k " 2. - e'_6,L(_.k.z. , _.k._.') (4-16b) I '
I
4-i0 I
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I Such a procedure should converge within two or three iterations, provided a good t_
a priori estimate is used.
I A good estimate of the initial mean elements is provided by the osculating ele.-
merits. The osculating elements differ from the true mean elements by order
I e and, hence, introduce an error of only second order (i. e., O(E2)) when used
to evaluate the right-hand sides of Equations (4-16).
O It should be noted tha _ Equations (4-15) are of the same form as those given by
g Brouwer (Reference 44) and for transforming from the Brouwer primed element
set (containing the long-period and secular motion) to the Brouwer unprimed
N element set (a first-order approximation to the osculating elements). Equa- :ii_
tl
tiQns (4-15) take on the more familiar form of Brouwer's formulas when the
expression for the functions 7_i ' j , given in Equatlon_q (4-14), are introduced.
U \
a
i
O
I
i
!
!
! 411 I
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,! APPENDIX A - THE EQUINOCTIAL ELEMENT SET
AND REFERENCE SYSTEM
•i I A.1 DEFINITION OF THE EQUINOCTIAL ELEMENT SET
; I The equinoctial elements defined in terms of the Kepleriau or classical elements
I are given by
&, ffi 0.,
I k ffie. 0.0,5(o.) (A-l)
$
|
:_ where I is the retrograde factor and assumes the values
fl _ " J. fc,r 0 (_i <_.rr /2 \
I " -_. for 7r/2<i_<_r \
fl If I = 1, the resulting element set is referred to as the direct equinoctial elements
_] and for I = -1 the retrograde equinoctial elements are obtained. The direct equi-
noctial element set produces a singularity in the Variation of Parameters (VOP)
equations for the inclination value i = rr and the retrograde element set produces
a singularity for the inclination value i = 0. Hence, both element sets are re-
U quired if the possibility of a singularity in the VOP equations is to be avoided.
Since the inclination value i = rr is seldom encountered, the direct elements will
g suffice for the vast majority of applications.
Defining the value of the retrograde factor based on the cut-off value i = _'/2 is
I quitearbitrary,and thereisno compellingreason tochange from directto
I A-1
ml | iili i : _-- _.
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i ;
; ¢
retrograde elements /or vice versa) in the middle of a numerical integration |.
simply because the value of the inclination passed through this arbitrary cut-off :
value. On the contrary, this out-off value is intended only as a guideline for ['! ":
choosing, at the initiation of the integration procedure, the element set to be !
! 'used. I
In Equations (A-l). the elements h and k are the compon_ats in the appropriate li :(direct or retrograde) orbital frame of the eccentric vector, with magnitude e j
• '.?
directed toward the periapse. The elements p and q can be considered as _ I c
the components of a vector with magnitude tand/2) directed toward the ascend- _
ing node. The element _, is the mean longitude. [] ,
Equations (A-l) are easily inverted to provide the transformation from the equi-
noctial to the classical elements, i.e., [!
[i •IL ,, 0., .
I
-¢ ki,e., -- ha'+
t]
D. " archon (-_) D,
I
A-2 ._
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I A.2 THE EQUNOCTIAL REFERENCE SYSTEMSi I
i The equinoctial reference frames (direct and retrograde), designated by theorthogonal triad (f, g, w), are right-hand systems and use the satellite orbit
_I plane as the fundamental plane of reference. The unit vector _" is directed
Ii
I toward a point in the satellite orbit displaced from the ascending node through
the angle -£ for the direct system and through the angle ft fox- the retrograde
I system. The unit vector _ points toward the north equinoctial pole and is
identically the unit angular momentum vector. The vector _ is directed toward
a point in the orbital plane 90 degrees ia advance of the unit vector f and can
't _ be expressed as
_ z wxt
In The relationship between the equinoctml reference systems and an arbitrary
II right-hand reference system, e.g., the equatorial system, is shown in ]_igures
A-1 and A-2. Clearly, in both the direct amt retrograde cases, a series of
I1 -three rotations is required to make the arbitrary reference system coincide
with each of the equinoctial reference systems. More specifically, a positive
rotation about the z axis through the angle t2 points the x taxis toward the as-
cending node. A positive rotation about this new x ,axis through the inclination
U angler i, rotates the x,y plane into the f,g plane. Finally, f,_r the direct
case, a rotation about the current z axis (coincident with the _ vector) throughII ^the angle -£ points the x :Lxis along the f vector. For the retrograde case,
- this last roatation about the z axis is performed through the angle _ to align
the x axis with the f vector of the retrograde system. This series of rotations
provides the transformation of the coordinates of any point (c. g., satellite pos-
ition) in the arbitrary system to the appropriate coordinates in the equinoctial
system.
II
I I
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FigureA-1. DirectEquinoctialCoordinateFrame il
!
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Figure A-2. Retrograde Equinoctial Coordinate Frame
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I
- I The transformation from the arbitrary system to the equinoctial system is ex-
pressed as
" |II r"_= T _G. (A-3)
I ORIGINAL PAGE
where ()b" POOR QUALITy_
a
T = Rm.(-J'_-') R_(_'_ RI(_'L) (A-4)
and r'_adesignates the position vector referred to the arbitrary reference system,
re designates the same position vector referred to either the direct or retrograde
equinoctial system (depending on the value of the retrograde factor), and where
R_(O) =, -_;nO co_0 0 (A-5) ,'
o o _ I
I
!
and
U :
t _ o i
U R x(.O_ : 0 ¢0'b(} sing (A-6) i
0 - $_ng _0 i
are the matrix representations of the rotation through the angle 0 about the z and
x axes, respectively.
I
I
I A-5
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(In the discussion that follows, the definitions II.
B0 =_._'mO
L are made, and it follows that [
'I
t
L C.I _ Cr_
_4 I_fLI $'IfZ
Multiplication of the three rotation matrices in Equation (A-4) yields the trans-
formation matrix [
= (A-Sb)
¢ ,
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" Sl -- 't _- p_" _'qo;' ORb]IN p'T.... (A-8c)
,I
.i
,I 1i sad the transformation matrix is expressed in the equinoctial elements 1 p and q
u !
!] !,t
.I
_t
The rows of this transformation matrix are the components (direction cosines) of
the'/',i, w^ vectors, respectively, in the arbitrary reference system, i.e.,
U m
_._ _
" _ = i .,.p_, " g.p_ (A-lOa)
- _,_.
t
t
" H 1The definition of the elements p and q must, of course, be consistent with the '
value of the retrcgrade factor.
!
I A-7
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1
L p ,
1
I
: IiI =
• i
1
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I A. 3 TIIANSFORMATION FROM Et_L'INOC'I'IA L ELEMENTS TO POSITIONAND VELOCITY
I The key to this transformation is the transformation from equinoctial elements 'to position anti velocity in the equinoctial reference system. The position and
I velocity in any right-h.'md orthogonal reference system is then obtained by ,
inverting the transformation matrix given in Equation (A-7), i.e.,
| '
t va, -- T ft. IA-11)
8
2., T-t.,r-o," = r.,.. tA-12)
The tram_formation from equinoctial elements to the position and velocity in the
equinootial referenue system makes use of tile lllc:ln) ct,t,entrit') and true longi-
t
tudes, respectively, whit'la :_re defined by t!
!
\
F " _ _- tO _- "[['1. IA-14)
I
L = _: + tO (A-15)!
I I
where ],,u, and f are the mean, et'centric, anti true ;ulomalios.
t
I
!
i A-9
| -,
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' The position and velocity vectors can be expressed as
' re. _ Xf . Y (A-16)
I
= X4:  Y9(A-17) _I } "
sincethereisno motion out of theorbitalplane. {i
Expressionsfor thecoordinatesof theposition(X,Y) interms of thetruelong- _I.
itudo follow directly from analytical geometry and are given by I
I
X = r COSL (A-1S)
Y = r sitt_ ,A-19) "
where
eL( _- h_- k_) [_
r "- (A-20)
£ k ¢._5L  h'_;ttL
[! ,
l
A-IO f
t
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• 1
' : 1 1"hecoordinates of the velocity vector are easily obtained by differentiating the
: expressions for the position coordinates and substituting the following two-body
" 1 relation into the result:
:1 II1 : L. ffi _. = ' (A-21)
1 The final results are
U
i
• - (A-23)
The position coordinates can be expressed in terms of the eccentric longitude,
F, using the two-body relationsH
. r co$(L-_) ffi 0. ¢_(F-t_) - 0.e (A-24)
n and
' 1 _ _(.L't_)- tt, (1''/_''_) _iv1(F:-_) (A-25)• /3
t
'i
" 1 A-ll ,lltt_l.NALP GE IS
1 ,.)FPOOR QUAM'_i
Ji J
i
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where !
i
£
# _ , .',-26a tt Vt h_-k_ *
_..
L _
The final results are
[( ]X "- a, L-ha#)eosF + hkiS_ing-k (A-27) !1
_d ,tl
The velocity coordinates follow by differentiating Equations 1:\-27) and (a,-2_j :m_l
' substituting the two-body relation , i
i: 1"
=t ., ( .__
r r
yielding _|
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I' l+l I I i i + r +Lt ] 4 , : . , _ ;' i ' i & • _,
!
!
and
where the radial distance is expressed as
r = o..(1- kcosF - hs_F_ _+
k
Equations (A-30) and (A-31) can also be obtained by combining Equations (A-18) .:
and (A-19) with Equations (A-27) and (A-28) to yield expressions for cos L and _'
sin L. These expressions are substituted into Equations (A-22) and (A-23) to
yield the final result.
t
0
!
|
I
!
A-13
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ELEMENTS
The transformation from position and velocity in an arbitrary reference system _I
to the equinoctial element,s could be obtained by inverting the proper equations
in Section A.3. However, appealing directly to the classical two-body problem U '
permits a more concise derivation. The semimajor .'_xis is immediately obtained
by inverting the well known energy integral for the two-body problem which yields [1
(A-32)
q_7
{i
s*'_ A /%
where _ is the position vector of the satellite in the Ix,y, z) reference system.
The eccentricity vector is given by
I :
!i t
¢ _ (A-33) '
\
and the unit vector normal to the orbital plane is the normalized angmlar momen- .;
turn vector given by U
..a,
A rxr
t
[j '-:
f1
A-14 I '
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• ... ,.
I
' I In view of Equation (A-10c) relating the elements p and q to the vector _, itfollows that
!
W_
,( ORIGINAEPAGEIS
OF POOR QUALITY
L _ and
.!
] U = (A-36)
.I
I
t
! I]
.J
_ The elements p and q determined from Equations (A-35) and (A-36) are con-sistent with the value of the retrograde factor I.
!i 0 The unitvectorsf and g may now be computed using Equations(A-10a)and
! (A-10b). The equinoctialorbitalelements h and k are computed usingthe
formulas
U h=E .^ (A-37)
and
[] ^k = E. 4: (A-38)
The elements h and k are consistentwith thevectors_'and _ withregard to
U the direct and retrograde definitions.
II
l
' II
I A-15
J
i I I J
i
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?The remaining element to be computed is the mean longitude, X. First, file
,A, _,
position coordinates X and Y of the satellite relative to the orbital frame f, g,
and w are computed from the expressions
)_ =. r C.o_L -'- r-.# (A-39)
11 '
Y -- r $i_L = r.(_ (A-40) _ ::"
Inverting Equations (A-27) and (A-28_ yields the expressions
-
e.o_ - k + (A-4I) !]a, "_ i.- h_ - k _
_'m _ ,: h _- (A-42) ' l
a, Xft h_-k _" [I " !
g
which, when substituted into Kepler's equation U
yields the desired result. _ i_ _:
[! •
A- 16 }I
tt
..... _ _I _'_"
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Il
A.5 POISSON BRACKETS i
In thepresentapplication,thePoisson Bracketsmust be giveninterms of the
[_ equinoctial elements. The results are obtained by direct substitution into the :*
previously obtained results of Broucke and Cefola (Reference 33) and are listed
[_l in Table A-1.
U
Ii
• !
.I
't ! A17
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} ' I T
1i! " :'_' _f' _ _ _ I ' ; ' "................. J " _" .,_ ! : i "'
Table A-1. Poisson Brackets of Equinoctial Elements I, 2
U
t
(_'ko)_ "'2a'_z (h,kl . -%%
(ko,h_ " "h_4 (h,p') -- -kps_
(XO,P} - -ps_ ¢k,_} _ hps_
I
$3 = V_.-h _-_"
s,i = si%/(i.+%}
:'7 I]
tif
•_!I 2These expressions are valid for both the direct and retrograde clement sets.
_i '
A-18
] A.6 PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF THE EQUINOCTIAL ELEMENTS WITHRESPECT TO VELOCITY
t The partial derivatives ba/_, _p/5_, and _q/B_ are obtained directly as
functions of the equinoctial elements by using the results of Broucke and Cefola
L; (Reference 33). However, the expressions for _h/_, Bk/'_, and bh0/_
in terms of the classical orbital elements are not as easily translated into the
h_ equinoctial elements. To compute these quantities, the following relationship(obtained by Broucke (Reference 30)) is used:
] which requires the Poisson Brackets from Table A-1 and the partial derivatives
of the position vector. To obtain b?_/bh and b_'/Bk, the following partial der-
U ivatives of X and Y are needed: /
-- = + -- ¥ _' (A-45a) |
bh n G
U
" _x h,s_, Q,
' [j -- " "_ (_ Y -G) (A-45b) i
'i
U _h n G
-- * - -- _, _ + -- (A-45d)
bk G n
{ I A-19
t
i
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J j ' , ' , , '
k
.I
J
! With these results, the position partial derivatives can be specified, as shown in J
!' L' Table A-2° Substitution of the results of Tables A-1 and A-2 into Equation (A-44)
,:1 tgives the desired results, which are listed in Table A-3.
l
1
-¢
q
j A-20
I
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I
' I A-21
J
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Table A-3. Partial Derivatives of the Equinoctial _iElements With Respect to Velocity
2
L,
t
'1
= ,u.Gf*r_, + G(%Yz -p)¢)w !I
_ Gg,,ig s--- _ -- _ " W ."_.
{
W '
| I '
b@ aG _ 'i '
Ut A "
^ W_'r
[ ''i
A-22 I :
.... I 1 I j
t
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